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1l1e convoluted history oC Euclid's Elemenls, as lhe text crossed temporal,
geographical, linguistic and cultural boundaries, has exercised scholars for
well over Iwo centuries, yet there is much about this complex development
tha1 is nol fuJly understood. In Ihis paper, 1 ofCer some observations
rcgarding lhe lransmission oC the E/emellfs from Arabic iolo Latin through
Ihe work oC Gerard oC Cremana (1114 ~ 1187).
OUT knowledge oC the Jife and work oC Gerard has remained
essentially unchanged since lhe work oC Boncompagni and Wüstenfeld. 1
Much oC the evidence is contained in a sbort biography, lisl oC translated
treatises, and eulogy which are appended 10 sorne manuscripts oC Gerard's
lranslation ofGalen's Tegni and its commentary by cAIi ¡bn Ricjwan.2 Tht.;
scanty evidence portrays him as one of the most prolific lranslators of the
twelfth century, rendering into latiD more than seventy works on logic,
mathematics, aslrology and aslronomy, philosopby, medicine, alcbemy.
geomaDcy and divinatioo. We canool always be certain of translator
, B. Boncompagni, "DelIa vila e della opera di Gherarclo da Cremonesc, lraduttore del
secolo duo dccimo, e di Gherarclo da Sabbionetta astronomo del sccolo dccirooterzo,"
Atti de/l' Accademia pontificia dei Nllovj Lincei 4 (1851), 387-493 and F, Wüslenfeld,
"Die Obcrsetzungen arabische Werke in das lateinische seit dem XI. Jahrhundert,"
AbllandJungen der Gese/lschaft der Wissenschafien zu Gottingen 22 (1877), 55·81. Tbcir
mOSI importanl conclusions are summarizcd in R. Lemay, "Gerard ofCremona," in C. C.
Gillispie, ed., Dictionary ofScientific 8iograpliy (New York: Scribner, 1978), vol. 15,
pp. 173-192.
1 A new edition of Ihe Latin texl appears in C. Bumett, "Tbe Coherence of the Arabic-
Lalin Translation Program in Toledo in the Twelfth Century," Scielrce in Con/ext 14
(2001),249·288, especial1y 273·288. See pp. 273·274 for references to earlier editions
and lranslafÍons.
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31tribulions, however, since many, including Gerard, did 001 sIgo their
works.
Tbe report that Geraed joumeyed lo Spain because he had beard that
Ptolemy's Almagest was available there in Arabic, although il was nol
available in Latin, has long been well-known. To benefit from this and
other Arabic treatises, he would have had lo leam Arabic. Altbough we do
nol know foc certain, he may have studied lhe language by using earliee
translations and comparing them lo the Arabic text. In atleast sorne cases,
Gerard seems 10 have begun bis lranslating rrom aD earlier Latio
translation, which he compared to Ihe Arabic leX!. In lhe process, he
rcstored omitted sections and standardized vocabulary, moving toward the
strict word-for-word translation slyle practiced by Jolm of Seville. So
closely did Gerard follow his role model tbar it is sometimes difficull to
distinguisb between (he two from lhe internal evidence alone. l
Gerard's translations have been the subject of many criticisms over Ibe
years. Mosl ofien, these criticisms center on the tendency for literal
translators to produce confusing, ifnot uninlelligible, Latin, Roger Bacon,
in the late medieval period went further and pointed to a lack oC
understanding oC the subject maner, as well as deficiencies in knowledge
oC Arabic by the translators,4 Modero scholars, while they may agree wilh
!bese criticisms expressed by Bacon and other late medieval wrilers, have
scarcely begun lhe task of critically evaluatiog Gerard's rranslations.s This
) C. BurneU, "Literal Translation and Intelligenl Adaplation Amongst the Arabie-Latin
Translalors of the First half of Ihe Tweiftb Century," in B.-M. Scarcia Amoretti, lA
diflusione delle sdenze is/omiche ne/ medio evo Europeo (Rome: Accadcmia nazionale
dei Lineei, 1981), pp. 9·28.
See C. Burnell, "Translatlng from Arabie into Latin in the Middle Ages: Thcory, Praeliee
and Criticism," in S. G. Lofts and P, W. Rosemann, roS., Élliler. traduire, interpreter:
essais de méthodofogie plrilosophiques (Louvain: Pccters, 1991), pp, 55-18, espccially
pp. 70-71.
J A. Lo Bello, Gerard o/Cremona 's Tralls{atioll o/the Commellwry o/al-Nayrizi O" Dook
/ o/ Euclid's Efeme/lls o/ Geometry (Leiden: Brill, 2003), pp. 138-155 notes sorne
distinctive features of Gerard's lranslating. Like mosl discussions, though, il facuses
only on one texto See also 1. Opell, "Zur Obersclzungtcchnik des Gerhard von Cremona,"
Glotla 38 (1959), 135-170 which provides a careful analysis of one of thc Aristoleli:m
philosophieal texts thal Gerard lranslaled. Mueh inleresling material relating lO Gerard's
work as a translalor of thc Almagest may be gleaned f10m P. KunilZSC:h, Der A/magesl:
[)¡~ Sylluuis MathemQliCQ des C/Qudiw Ptolemaious in arabisch-/atemucher
Oberlieferung (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 1974). Se<: airo P. Kunitzseh, "Gerard's
Translations of Ast1Onomical Tc:xts, Especially the Almagest," in P. Pizzamiglio (ed.),
Gerardo da Cremona (Cremona: Annali della biblioteca $talaje e libraria civica di
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pnper offers several preliminary observations 00 Gerard's translalioo of
the Elemell/s.
The medieval Latio Euclideao tradition is founded on and unites
transmissions from both Greek and Arabic. But as our knowledge of the
complexity inheTent in the Arabic transmission becomes more precise, tbe
question of the nature of the relationship between the medieval Latin~
Arabic translations and the Arabic Euclidean transmission takes on new
importance. It is quite c1ear that Gerard is not translating one of the extant
manuscripts of the Arabic primary transmission.6 Is ir possible, though, to
determine how the Arabic original or originals that he used to produce bis
Latin trallslation might be related to the families of Arabic manuscripts as
they now exist? How faf can we proceed in relating the Latin translation to
specific existing Arabic manuscripts? To carry out such a study
definitively would probably require a sentence by sentence collalion oftbe
Arabic and Latin texts - a truly monumental undertaking.7 Such an
approach is beyolld the scope ofthis preliminary study.
Because of Ihe complexity of the medieval transmissions of tbe
Elemenrs, 1 shall briefiy outline the current state of our understanding of
tbe Arabic transmission. 8 The earliest Arabic version was produced by al-
l;ajjaj ibn Yusuf ibn Matar sometime about the beginning of the third /
ninth century. He subsequently revised his earlier work, using principies
tltat are not explained, leaviog two versions.9 Toward the end of Ihis
Cremona: 1992), p. 71-84. No general synthesis of these obscrvalions has yct becn
allcmpled.
6 H. L. L. Busard, Tlle Firsr Lalin Trallslation 01Elidid 's Efemenls Co.mmollfy Ascribed lO
Adelard 01Barll (Toronto: Pontifical lnstitute ofMedieval Studics, 1983), pp. 414-415.
7 One brief example of such an analysis has becn published in R. Loreh, "Some Rcmarks
on Ihe Arabic-Lalin Euc!id," in C. Bumcn Ced.), Adelard al Bal}¡: AIl Ellgfish Scientisl
O/rd Arabisl ollhe Early Twelfth Cen/llry (London: Warburg lnslitute, 1987),45-54,
espccial1y pp. 47·51. For another example, sce S. Rommcvaux, A. Djcbbar and B.
Vilrae, "Remarques sur 1'nisloire du Texle des Elémcnts d'Euclide," Archivelor HislOry
01 Emcr Scümces 55 (2001), 221-295, espccially pp. 287-289. Although brief, lhese
cxamplcs illu51rate the complexity oflhe mcdievaltransmissions.
• The remarks that fol1ow rcly on the discussion in S. Brcnljes, "Obscrvations on Hermann
of Carinthia's Version of Ihe Elcmcnls alld ils Rclation to the Arabic Transmission;'
Sciellce in COIl/exl 14 (2001), pp. 39-84, espccially pp. 41-51. lmportant informalion on
lhe transmission of the Elements is also conlaincd in J. E. Murdoch, "Euclid:
Transmission ofthc Elcmcnts," in e, C, Gillispic, cd., Dielio/lary olScienlific Biography
(New York: Scribncr, 197011981), vol. 4, pp. 437-459.
9 The mas! comprehcnsive study of lhis early Arabic lransmission is S. Brcntjes,
"Texlzcugcn und Hypolhescn zum arabisehen Euklid in dcr Obcrlieferung von al-
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century, another translation was completed by Isbaq ibn Huoayn. This
traoslatioo, in tum, was revised by Thabit ¡bu Qurra, again using
principies tbat are nol made explicit. Thus, there are alleast two traditions
(l:l.ajjaj and Isbáq-Thabit) Ihat constitute the primary Arabic lransmission
of the EJements. The extent to whicb tbese various versions circulated is
still uncertain. The currently known manuscripls of the Arabic primary
transmission all fall within the broadly defined lsbaq-Thabit tradition. 1O
The surviving Isbaq-Thabit Arabic manuscripts show evidence oC
infiuence either from the J:lajjaj branch of the primary transmission or
from a secondary elaboration tha! was built upon the l;Iajjaj primary
transmissioo.
Surviving manuscripts of the Isbaq-Thabit version may be grouped
according lo palterns of macro and micro variations. By macro variatiolls,
I mean those involving major alteralions in the text: interpolation of
definitions lhat introduce allernative technical vocabulary, re-ordering
definitions and proposilions, substitutions of variant demonstrations, and
similar large-scale divergences which cannol easily be indicated using a
conventiooal critical apparalus. Such macroscopic variations occur in the
Isbaq-Thabit version primarily between books V and X and by the end of
book IX or early in book X tbese macro·variant groupings re-converge or
coalesce into a single tradition once again. 1 distinguish lWo such macro-
variant groupings, which 1 designate, somewhat arbitrarily, Group A and
Group 8. 11 Initially, the larger number of manuscripts fall within what 1
have designaled Group A. As lbe lWo strands reunite, of course, the
relalive strenglh of each Group alters. Based on paneros ofmicro-variants,
l:Iaggag b. Yüsuf b. Matar (zwisehen 786 und 833)," Archive lor History 01 Eme'
Scienees 47 (1994), pp. 53·95.
10 The mosl recent lisling of Arabie primary transmission manu5eripts is found in A. Lo
Bello, Gerard 01 CrenrO/lo 's Translotion, p. xii-xxx. His lisling relies on ear!ier Iislings
in F. Sezgin, Gesehie/zre des (Irahisehen Sehrifiums, Banr! V: Geomelrie (Leiden: Brill,
1974), p. 104 and in M. Folkcrts, Eue/id in Medieval Europe (Winnepeg: The 8enjamin
Catalog, 1989), p. 28. Lo Bello does nol inelude in his primary lisling Paris, BNF,
Hebreu 1381 (ineorrectly printed as 1382, see p. xxix), an Arabie manuscript written in
Hebrew charactcrs. A preliminary discussion of Ihis importanl manuscripl has been
published in T. Lévy, "Une version hébraique inMite des ~léments d'Euclide," in D.
Jacquart, «l., Les vaies de /a scienee grecque: Études sur lo Ironsmission des textes de
I'Antiquite QU dix-neuveme sjkle (Geneva: Oroz, 1997), pp. 181-239.
It See G. De Young, "The Atabic TexlUal Trn<lilions of Euelid's Elements," HiJtoria
Mal/lematiea 11 (1984),l'p. 147-160. The designalion does not imply any judgment
about purity or authenticity oflhe text being transmiu«l.
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each of these larger groups may be sub-divided into families of
manuscripts. By micro-variatiolls, 1 refer lo those minar textual variants
and altemative readings that can be aecommodated within a critical textual
apparatus. 12
Tbe following table summarizes the general breakdown of the
surviving Arabie primary transmission manuseripls into families using
paltems of micro-variants.
FAMILIES MANUSCRIPTS
A-I Escorial 907
Rabat 1101
Rabat 53
A-2 Chester Beatty 3035
Majlis Shiira 200
cArshi3656
A-3 Copenhagen LXXXI
Fatih 3439/1
B-\ Cambridge 1075
Huntin210n 435
B-2 UpsalIa 20
Thurston 11
lndependenl SI. Petersbur" e 2145
Not assigned De Beer 8
Malik 3586
Kastamonu 73
Group A contains three families. 1 denominate the first (A-I) as the
Andalusian family: 907, Rabat 1101, Rabat 53. 13 Each is written in
Maghribi style script. The first two are complete, the third ends with book
V. 907 and Rabat 1101 generally appear quite c10sely related. When they
diverge on a micro-Ievel, tbe readings in Rabat 1101 and Rabat 53 are
12 Allhough these divisions may sound rigid and unmoving, the reality is far more fluid.
There are many examplcs of influence from one family or group to another, as well as
examplcs of one or anolher manuseripl introducing altcmative readings as interlinear
corrcctions or editorial notes rcporting readings from another family or grouping.
llln lhis paper, I refer to manuscripls using briefcitations onty. Ful! particulars are found
in ¡he listing of manuscript sources in the bibliography.
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aften c10ser lo the remainder of Group A Ihan those found in . This family
of manuscripts contains quotalions attributed explicitly lo al-I;lajjaj. 14 The
Chestcr Beatty (A-2) family is comprised of Chcster Beatty 3035, Majlis
Shiirá 200 (almos! cerlainly copied directly fram the Chester Beatty
manuscript prior lo (he time thal il losl its lirSI folios bul nol befare its ink
had faded), and cArshT 3656. The ¡alter is relativcly carelessly copied, with
numerous lacunae through homoiotclcuton, despite ils elegant hand, and
with many spaces for illustrations apparently left blank in book X and
several more examples in books XI-XIII. This family contains an
extension of book n ascribed lo Aba Sahl al.Qühl. 15 The Copenhagen (A-
3) family comprises both Copenhagen LXXXI and Fatib 3439/1. Neilher
is complete. Copenhagen contains only books V-XV. Fatih begins in lhe
middle of proposition IV, 14, but a folio containing most of propositions
nr, 1-7 in the samc hand has been incorrectly bound at the beginning of
book XII.
A small fragment, De Heer 8, now in the Otago University Library,
probably belongs bere as well, allhougb it has yet to receive careful study.
It is acephalous, containing mosl of books I-lIJ, witb a significant lacuna
near tbe end of book lll. lt exhibits sorne remarkable shifts in verbal style
as well as diagram construction. Since it does not appear to be ancient,
these may represent eorruptions by later copyists.
Group B eonsists of two much looser families (or perhaps kinship-
grollpings would be a more accurately deseriptive term) and one
independent tex!. The first of these kinship groups (B-I) ineludes
Cambridge 1075 and Huntington 435. The latter manllscript resembles a
pastiche made from disparate fragments. Several different bands are
c1early present. 11 exhibits a significant number of lacunae and misplaced
folios. Because it bas apparently been drawn from disparate sources, it is
searcely surprising that not al! seclions seem 10 align with the same
manuscript group.16 lt is placed in Ibis kinship group because variants in
14 See G. Oc Young, "Ncw Traces of thc Losl al-l:Iajjaj Arabie Translations of Euclid's
Elements," Physis, 28 (1991), pp. 647-666.
l5 G. De Young, "AbO Sahl's Additions to Book 11 ofEuclid's Elemcnls," Zeitschriflfiir
Geschichle del' arabisch-islamischell Wisse/lschaftell, 7 (1991-1992), 73-135. These
propositions have been identified as al-Qúhi's lemmas lo Apollonius' Conies. Sce J. L.
Berggren and G. van Brummclen, "From Euclid lo Apollonius: AI·Kúhi's Lemmas to Ihe
Conies," Zeilschrift Jiir Geschiclrte der arabisch-islamischen Wissensclraftell, 15(2002-
2003), 165-174.
16 The beginning of book XI, for exampte, is dupliealed in lhe manuseripl. The first version
(fol. 148b-149a) aligns with lhe majorilY of manuscripls (it is nol useful to rctain Ihc
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the several oftbe largest sections of lhe manuscript correlalc mosl closely
wilh those of Cambridge. Because of the character and state of the
manuscript, it must be used witb considerable caution. The Uppsala
kinship group (8-2) comprises Uppsala 20 and Thurston 11. The old
manuscript, Malik 3586 (whose lacuna is precisely completed by
Danishgah 2120) has nol yet been adequately analyzed. It appears to
belong in Group 8 as well, although its micro-variants are nol c10sely
connected lo the otber Group 8 kinship groups. In books Xl - Xill,
though, we find 01at Uppsala 20 and Malik 3586 share a remarkable
number of macro-variants, especially an altemate technical tenninology,
which dislinguish them (rom olher Arabic manuscripts.
Finally, SI. Petersburg e 2145 diverges in importanl ways From both
Group A and Group 8 primary transmission manuscripts. The manuscript
exhibils many peculiar fealures. For books V and VI, its characleristics
place il generally wilhin lhe Uppsala (B-2) family. In books VU - X,
howcver, it diverges so much, perhaps from being edited with a text from
lhe ijajjaj tradition, tbal it must be assigned its own family. From Book
XI, it re-joins the remainder of the manuscripts, following, as do most
primary transmission manuscripts al this point, the common readings.
Amoog its unusual features, we find thal many of the diagrams in book X
are without leuer labels, and the lioe segments reproduced in Ihe diagrams
do oot correctly match the verbal contenl of the propositions. It appears
that this siluatioD may have resulted from a copyisl taking the text from
one manuscript family and diagrams from another. 17
Since it is, al present, impossible to unravel satisfactorily all the
complexities oftbe primary Arabic transmission, it is frequently necessary
to lcok to the secondary Arabic transmissioD for further information. 11
Both Na~ír al-DíD al-Tüsí and the Pseudo-Tüsí, for example, explicilly
report on global differenccs between formulations of Ihe two Arabic
bifurcation inlo Group A and Group B bcyond book IX) and the seeond (fol. 220b-221 a)
agrees wilh Ihe rcadings in SI. Pelersburg C 2145 and Rabal 1101.
17 See G. De Young, .. Diagrams in Ihe Arabic Euclidean Tradilion: A Preliminary
Assessment," lo appear in Historia Mathema/ica.
11 S. Brenljes. ''The Relevance of Non.Pnmary Sources for thc Recovery of the Primary
Transmission of Euclid's ElemenlS inlo Arabic,'· in F. J. and S. R. Ragcp, eds.,
Traditio", Transmission. Transformado,,: Proccedings of Two Conferences on ?re.
Modem Science Hcld al the UnivmilY ofOklahoma (Leiden: Brill, 1996), pp. 201-225.
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transmission traditions,19 as does the cornmentary of Abü al-Qasim <Ali
ibn Abmed al-Anlaki (died 376/987).20 The India commentary does so as
well.21 Based on such explicit reports, we can observe Ihal lhe 3uthors of
sorne secondary transmission treatises seem to prefer, or to have beco
inf1uenccd by, verbal fonnulations or diagrams typical oC one tradition or
Ihe olher. For example, Ihe early cornmenlaries oC al-Nayrizi alld al-
Karabisi, as well as Ihe epitome of lhe Elemems by lbn Silla and lhe
"Correction" by al-Abhar! (al least in the earlier books) helray a
significant ¡nfluence from lhe transmissioo oC al-l;Iajjiij. Similarly, treatises
such as lhe eornmentary by Ibn al-Haytham on the premises of the
Elemellts, as well as tbe Tal,rir oC al·Tüsi, oC lbe Pseud<rTüsi, and of al-
Maghribi typically seem lo iocorporate fonnulatioos derived from lhe
Isbaq-Thabit transmission. Because these pattems of preferences for one
reading or the otber are ofien strongly marked, wbenever significant
divergences are fouod in Ihe same cluster of secondary transmission
treatises, 1 tentatively refer sucb divergences, even though they are oot
specifically attributed, to the traosmission of either al-ijajjaj or Isbaq-
Thñbit. In doing so, [ make no c1aim Ihat these variations reflect features
originally present in either man's translalion.
It was on lhe basis of Ihis complicaled Arabic transmission tbal Ihe
Arabic-Latin transmission was produced. Here, again, we face a situation
of considerable complexity. There were at least two different translation
efforts based on what seems to be the Arabic primary transmission. The
frrst was by Adelard of Bath, tbe second by Gerard of Cremona. A tbird
version, ascribed to Hermano of Carinthia, has recently beeo argued not to
l' The TalJrir (redaction) printed In Rome in 1594 that has Lraditionally been II.$Cribed lo 011-
Tiísi has been shown to be ¡ndependenl, although not eompletely unrelated (they share
much the same technical vocabulary, for example). For a preliminary study of the two
Tabrir, see G. De Young, '11Ie Tabrrr of Euclid's Elements by Nasir al-Din al-Túsi:
Redressing the Balance," Farhal1g: QlIarler/y JOllrtwl o[ Humanilies al/d eul/ura!
Sludies J5-16 (2003), pp. 117·143, especially pp. 134·138.
XI Only pan 2, beginning from book V, is now cxtant in a unique manuscripl, Huntington
70. It contains a number of repons on global differences between Ihe two Arabic
traditions, the majority ofwhich ar.e duplicated among Ihe reports of al·Tasi.
21This anonyrnous commentary exists in two rnanuscripts: Hydcrabad, riyW/i 2 and
Osmania 375. The commentary contains quolations from Ihe texts of aH;laj}lj and Isttaq,
as well as information on global difference:s between Ihe two versions. See G. De Young.
"The Arabic Version ofEuclid'$ Elements by al-I:fajjij ibn Yfrsufibn Matar: New Light
on a Submerged Tradition," Zeiuchrift ftr Geschlchle der arabis<:l!-is!amischen
WiJ.renscllaflen 15 (2002-2003), pp. 125-164.
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be descended directly from the primary Arabic transmission.22 Thanks to
Ihe work of H. L. L. Busard, we have available in modero editions the
basic Latin versions derived from the Arabic,23 although there remains
much to be done with regard to the relationships between the Latin
versions themselves and between Ihe Latin versions and their Arabic
progenitors.
The study ofthe Latin transmission is somewhat easier than is the case
for the Arabic transmission. In parto this stems (mm the way the Latin
traDslalors. from aD early time, prcferred a literal word·for·word
translation. And Gerard is often considered to be one of the O1ost literal of
Ihe translators.2~ altbough we find that in his version of the Elemeflls he
appears to be somewhal less literal than when he translated the Almagest.
Such literal renditions sometimes result in texts whose style is not very
eleganl and whose contents are difficult to comprehend bul which can be
related more or less easily to a real or supposed antecedenl written in
either Greek or, in our case, Arabic. In this sense. we are at an advantage
when looking at the Latin translations. for tbe prevailing practice among
Arabic translators was to translate the sense. rather than the literal words
of the Greck manuscripts Ihey were studying.2S Thus it is considerably
n S. Brcntjes, ;'Observations," pp. 51-75.
2l H. L. L. Busard (ed.), The Trans/(l/ioll o/ /lre E/emell/$ o/Elle/id from Arabic i/l/o La/in
by Hermarur o/ Corin/hia (?) (Leiden: Btill, 1968); H. L. L. Busard (ed.), The
Translalion or the E1ements from Arabic into Latin by Hermann of Carinthia (?): Boob
VI/-Xli (Amsterdam: Mathematisch Cenlrum, 1977); H. L. L. Busard (ed.), Tlle Firs/
Latin Translation 01Eue/id's Elements Commonly Ascribed lO Adelard 0/&111 (Tomnlo:
Pontifical Institute of Modieval Studies, 1983); H. L. L. Busard (ed.), rile Lotin
Translation 01the Arabic Version 01Ewe/ld's E/~ments commonly a..ratbed to Gerard 01
enmona (Leiden: Brill, 1984).
u This reputalion has come to him primarily on the basis ofhis translation oflhe Almagesl.
See R. Loreh, "Greek-Arabie-Latin: The Transmission of Malhematical Texts in the
Middle Ages," Science in Contexl 14 (2001), p. 313·331, esp. p. 315. See also P.
Kunilzsch, "Gerard von Crcrnona als Überselzer des Almagest," in M. Forslner, ro.,
Feslgabe jiir Hans-Ro/j Singer (Frankfurt: P. tang, 1991), pp. 347-358, especiaJ1y pp.
352-354.
II See C. Bumetl, ''Translating from Arabic into Latin," 55-78. A succinct statemc:nt or
tra.nslation principIes used by Arab translators is givc:n by the fourteenlh century
biographer, al~fadi, whose slatemc:nt is quolod in F. E. Pelm, Arutode and t"~ Arabs
(Albany: New York UnivmilY Press. 1968), pp. 63-64. See F. Rosenthal's review ofR.
Walzer, Galen: On Medical Experience (tondon: Oxrord Univmity Press, 1944) in ¡su
36 (1945-1946), p. 253 for the original citation. It has become customary lo argue, basod
on commenlS in bio-bibliographical sources, thal al-f:iajjaj created his initia11ranslalion
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more difficult lo draw clear connections between the Arabic translations
and lhe Greek text. \Ve find it impossible lo decide whether the Arab
translator whose work cantaios an unusual reading is working from a
deviant version in (he Greek, or a more-or-less literalnanslation via Syriac
of a Greek text, or has simply rephrased one or the other -- ir be has nol
simply misunderstood the text, whicb mighl actually have beco the same
as lile Greek we know roday.
Busard himself has addressed certain aspects of the Arabie-Latin
relationship in Ihe introduction lo bis edilion ofGerard's Latin translation.
His approach has beco lWo-fold. First, he has compared lhe number of
proposilions in Gerard's lex! lo Ihe Rumber of propositions faund in Ihe
Latín versions of Hermano of Carinthia and Adclard of Bath. His results
are relevant for our projecl because they help us to place Ihese Latin
translations within lhe global bifurcation that pervades (he Arabic branch
of Euclidean studies by dislinguishing between the translation traditions
arising from al-ijaijaj and Isbaq ibn Hunayn. We have it on the authority
of al-TusI (597/1201 - 67111274), in the inLroduction to his Tabrir Kitiib
UsiiJ Uqlrdis, Ibat there were 468 propositioos in the text ofal-ijaijaj while
Thabit had 478.26
We do not, unfortunately, know the source ofal-TusI's statemeot. It is,
of COUfse, possible that he bad access to documents directly derived fmm
lhe primary transmission of al-Hajja,j, which had beeo created more than
four centuries earlier. But if so, we are still left lo wonder wbetber his
access was to the first or second ijajjaj version, since we are told that al-
ijaijáj revised his earlier version, sborteniog and correcting it in the
process.27 Moreover, the earliest sUlviving manuscript of tbe Thábit
in a highty literal, word-for-word style, whík Isbiíq, following the Iead of his falher,
translatcd ad sensum. I3rcntjes has re<.:enlly suggcsled tha! lhe philologieal evidenee does
1101 support lhis lrdditional view, bul Ihal the roles must be revcrsed. Sec S. Brcntjes,
"Obscrvations," p. 46.
2~ Brilish Library, add. 23387, fol. 2b.
27 The Slatemenl ís made in an anonymous brief hislorieal inlroduetion lo Ihe eommentary
ofal·Nayñzl. See R. O. Beslhom, J. L. Heiberg, T. Thomson, G. Junge, 1. Raeder (eds.),
Euclidis Elementa ex IIllerpretalione al-HadscMschadscJui CJun commentariis al-NarizU
(Copenhagen: In Libraria Gyldcndaliana, 1893·1932 I Reprinted Frankfurt: iGAIW,
1997). Three volumes in six fascicles, especially volume 1, fase. 1, p. 4. The exíslence of
a second manuscript (Qum, AyalolIah aI-<Uzmá al-Ma{ashi Public Library 65i6) of the
treatíse has heen reported. See Brenljes, ,oRelevance," p. 203, note 13. For tbe Enghsh
translatíon of ¡he statement from the introduc¡ion to the commentary, su A. Lo Bello,
The Commenlary 01 a/.Nayrizi on Boot 1 01 Euclid's EJernenlS 01 Gromet')' (Leiden:
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trndilion already appears "cootaminated" witb material froro Ihe )jajjaj
lradilion, so thal it would seem likely thal these two transmissions did not
loog remain completely independent. More probably, al·Tüsi has based bis
commenl on a still unidentified secondary transmission text. Tbe
supposilioo is strengthened by the observation Ibat al·Túsi does 001 always
seem lo recognize material wbich is, apparenlly, drawn from sorne forro of
the al-l;Iajjaj tradition. For example, for eacb oC propositioos VID, 20 and
21, al·TüsI gives Ihe distinctly shorter form of tbe demonstration, which is
elsewhere attribuled lo al-l;Iajjaj,21 as altemative, but docs nol idenlify al-
l;lajjaj as Ihe author.29
AI·TúsI's informalion is repealed by l;Iajji K.halifa (J 599-1658),
whose commellls have been slllllmarized by Klamrolh who, in tum, was
fol1owed by Healh.30 Once again, though, we do nol know Ihe precise
source from which I;:Iajji KhalTfa drew his informalion. Jt could have been
from a direct comparison of original manuscripts. More probably, thougb,
it was based on Ihe report of al-TusT or some other secondary or eveo
lertiary source. Based 00 this struclural analysis, Busard has concluded,
correclly, Ibat Gerard must have based bis translatioo 00 the Arabic
version of Isbaq as revised by Thabit ibu QUITa, wbile Hermano and
Adelard worked from material deriviog from Ihe traoslation of al_ijajjaj.31
lo a second approach lo the question of Arabic·Latin lextual
relationsbips, Busard tums to the places wbere Gerard has indicaled tbe
presence of an altemative reading and compares botb Gerard's primary
version and its altemative to Ihe Latin texts of Hermano and Adelard,
supplemented with comparisons lo the presumed second l;lajjaj version, 32
Brill, 2oo3}, pp. 86-87. See also T. L. Heath, The Thírleefl Boob o/ Euclid's ElemefllS
(New York: Dover, I956), vol. 1, p. 75.
21 These shortcr dcmonstrations have been interpolatcd ¡nto the Andalusian (A-I) family of
manuseripls and are Ihcre explieitly aseribcd lO al-l:Ia.iiaj. Sce G. De Young, "New
Light," pp. 658-659.
29 1do nol intcnd this observalion lo cast doubt on the stalcmcnt of al·TaSi. There is ample
evidenee in both the primary and sccondary Arabic Euclidcan transmissions to indicate
lhat there is indeed a factual basis for dislinguishing bclween the tla.iilij and Thabit
Iraditions bascd on the number of propositions.
)O M. Klamroth, "Oher den arabisehcn Euklid," lAítsehrift der deulsehell
morgml!ii"disehefl Geselluhujr, 35 (188!), pp. 272-277; Hcath, Elements, vol. 1, pp. 79-
82.
JI Busard, Gerard, col. XII-Xlii.
l~e argumcnl thal Ihis treatise probably does nOl contain pure qUOlalions fmm the
pnmary Afabie tnmsmission, as had long been believcd bascd on a nole allhe beginning
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which was, according to ao anonymous note al the beginning oftbe Leiden
manuscrift. the basis for the Arabic eommentary on the Elements by al-
NayriZi.) He concludes that in mauy, ir nol all, cases, Gerard's altemative
version is c10sely related lo that faund in tbe translatioDs of Hermano and
Adelard and typically a1so corresponds lo what we find in al-NayrizI's
commentary, which is ostensibly built on the re-edited translation oC al-
Hajjaj.
In tbese sludies, Busard has faund Ibat the versions oC Hermano and
Adelard afien have a differenl formulation from that attributed to Gerard.
This difference he takcs lo refleet the global bifurcation already described
lo exist betwecn the transmissions oC al-I:;Iajjaj and lsbaq-Thabit. He
concludes that Gerard was aware oC (and sometimes borrowed from)
earlier Latin translatiolls. But in some cases, he confessed to be unable to
detennine Gerar?'s sources.:W It is here, because 1 have been able to utilize
a wider range of Arabic sources, including many still in manuscript form,
that 1 have been able to offer a few suggestions. In addition, I have
undertaken a systematic comparison of Gerard's Latin with the various
families ofmanuscripts represented in Arabic/ Islamic transmjssion. Thus,
we are now able to trace out at least sorne of the broad lioes of influence
00 the text of Gerard. My results do DOt contradicl Busard's general or
global conclusions, but rather offer an extension and refinement of bis
interpretations.
of the manUSCfÍpt, was first made in J. Engroff. rile Arable Troditian of Euc.lids
Etemen/s: Book V (Cambrldge: Unpublished PhD Dissertation, 1980), pp. 11)..19.
lJ Extraets from Ihis eornmenlary c:xisl in Latin as well. (Gerard has also beco eredited with
this Latin translation.) M. Curtze (ro.). Anoritii in decem libros primos Elel1lentorolll
EueUdis caml1lerllariis, in 1. L. Heiberg and H. Menge (eds.) Euc.lidis Opera Omnio,
Stlpplemenlum (Leipzig, 1899). A new edilion of Ihe Latin texl, based on additional
manuseripts, has bc:gun lO appcar. P. M. 1. E. Tummcrs, Tbe La/in Transla/ion of
AnariJius' Commell/GlY 011 Eue/id's Elemen/s of Geome/I'Y, Books ¡-IV (Nijmegen:
lngenium, 1994). On lhe relalionship between the Arabie eommentary of al-Nayñzi and
Ihe Latin "extrael" attributed to Anaritius, see H. L. L. Busard, "Einiges übc:r die
Handschrift Leiden 399.1 und die arabiseh-Iateinishe Übersetzung von Gcrard von
Cremona," in J. Dauben (ed.), Hislory af Malilemalics: S/ates of lhe Art (San Diego:
Acadcrnie Press, 1996), pp. 173-205 and S. Brentjes, ''Two Cornrnents on Euclid's
Elcments? On the relation between the Arabie lexl allributed lO al-Nayñzi and the Latin
text ascribed lO Anarilius," Cenlounu 43 (2001), pp. 17·55. An English translalion has
begun lO appear. Sce A. Lo Bello, Guard ofCremono 's TroruloJion aftile Commenlory
ofo/-No)'rizi on BooJc / ofEuclid'J EJements ofGeol1lnry(Lcidco: Brill. 2003).
)l Busard, Gerord, pp. XIII-XIV.
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1 have set a number of methodological assumptions and limits whiJe
conducting this study. First, because it is generally cIairned Ihat Gerard
and sorne ofthe other twelfth century translators were committed to literal,
word·for-word traDslation,JS 1 have looked for such a literal
correspondence with the known Arabic manuscripts. I have usually
assurned that when there is not a completely literal correspondence
between Latin and Arabic versions, tbat Gerard may have been looking'at
aD Arabic primary transmission document which is no longer available to
us. This assumption might, of course, be incorrcct. Perhaps Ihe lack of
literal correspondence results from an editing operation carried out on the
Latin lext afler Gerard created his IranslalioD. Al the moment, we have no
infonnation that will enable us lo make a definitive judgment on this
queslion.
Since my interest (ies primarily in the question of whal lhe Arabic
predecessor of Gerard's Latin lranslation might have beeo like, 1 have
focused my attention 00 the definitioos and enunciations of the
propositions. The translation, as it comes lo OUT hands today, seems less
tban an absolutely literal rendition of tbe Arabic text, so 1 have ignored
minor variations of diction, such as inversioo of clauses. within tbe
demonstrations. We do not know wbether tbese variations have resulted
from choices by Gerard or his later editors, or wbether Ihey reflect cbanges
tbat had already occurred within the Arabic tradition. And, since the
demonstratioo, in many ways, grows out of, or is derived Crom. the
conditions of the enunciation and specification, many observed changes
within tbe demonstration are only a renection of features already present
in lhe initial statement of the proposition. Thus, if Gerard uses a
convention of letter labels that differs from that of Adelard, for example,
we expect the letters tbroughout Ihe demonstration to be altered
correspondingly, while the basic logic may weU remain the same. By
limiting my focus lo the enunciation and specification of the problem,
along with lhe accompanying diagram, 1 may miss some details of lhe
relationship between Gerard's Latin version and lile Arabic lraditions, but
1 believe that 1 will gatber sufficient evidence to cstablish generallines of
influence. Additional details may refine, but not dramatically alter, these
conclusions.
)S Tbere Bre, of eoursc, degrees of literalness. Hcnnann ofCarinthia is sometirnes said lO be
less than litml in his work, perhaps even paraphrasing. See Lorch, "Sorne Remarks," p.
54. Brentjes, however. has BTgued that Hermann is aelually lratlSlating from a slill
unidentified texl ofthe Arabie secondary lranSmission. See Brenljes, "Observations." pp.
51-75.
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I begin my study with a brief considcration of struclural differences
betwecn the version oC Gerard and that of Adelard. These differences
within the Latio transmission were tllen checkcd agaiost the Arabic
transmission to look for patterns oC correspondences. The results are
summarized in a table al the beginning of Appendix 1. Following the table,
I give the text oC both Latin and Arabic versions to illustrate the inter-
relationships. The majority of these structural differences occur in
definitions, although there are a[so several examples [ram lile
propositions.
From Ihe table, we see Ihat, in nearly every case, the versioll oC Gerard
¡neludes material nol present in the version of Adelard. Since we have
already Doted thal Gerard typical1y foUows the Isbaq-Thabit Arabic
transmissioll while Adelard follows Ihe transmission of al-Hajjaj, we wanl
to compare Ihese observations lo the situation as it cxists in the Arabic
transmission. There we find that tbe secondary transmission documenls
that we have tentatively identified as influenced by the transmission of al-
Hajjaj po indeed reflect these differences in formulatioll. AIso of
considerable interest is tbe observation that Ibe formulation adopted by
Gerard in book V, definitions 6, 8, and 10, occurs only in the Andalusian
(A-l) family of manuscripls. This may mean that Gerard was working
wilh al leasl one manuscripl tbal may have been drawn from this family of
manuscripts. There appears to be a change at book VI, bowever, for afier
that Gerard seems to be including malerial found only in Group B
manuscripts. Whether this means that he is using several manuscripts and
making editorial decisions about which one to follow when making his
translation or whelher he began with an incomplete manuscript relaled lo
family A-I and had to resume with anotber manuscript Ihat happened to be
relaled to Group B is difficult to guess.
Next follows a consideration of the poinls at which Gerard cxplicitly
notes the existence of altemative formulations. Allhaugh these have
already been studied by Busard, the dala require additional refinement
from his inilial conclusions. Tbese data have been summarized in the lable
in Appendix [l. The data may be broken into several smaller coherent
segmenls and these segments are nol all drawn from a single global
tradition wi1l1in the Arabic.ln books J and TI, Gerard's primary text c1early
contrasts with that faund in the versions of Hermann and Adelard and is
distinclly c10ser lo the Ishaq-Thabit Arabic transmissioD. In book III and
IV, however, Gerard's primary text coincides in important ways with the
versions oC Hermano and Adelard, each of which bas beeo influenced by
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features from the tranSUUSSlOn of al_Hajjaj.36 [n books V and VI, the
evidenee is much more mixed. And in books VIII - XI, the formulation of
Isbaq dominates while that of al-Hajjaj is rclegated to the role of
altemative. If ¡hey do nothing else, sueh variations emphasize the
complexity of the transmissions we are considering. Simply to conclude
that Gerard is following the text of Isbaq while Hennann and Adelard used
material s deriving from al-l;lajjaj for their work may tempt us to
undervalue the complexity of the transmission. There seems to be an on-
going dialeclic between Ihe two transmissions that only careful reading of
the entire text of the E/emellls will fully revea1. 37
To carry Busard's analysis further, 1 next examine the diagrams of
Gerard and Adelard translations, since there seems evidence lo suggest
that Ihe two differ consistently. Where differences beyond such cosmelic
fealures as reversal of diagrams righl-for-left oeeur, 1 examine the Arabie
transmission for parallel divergences in diagram construction. The
propositions in which Ihe diagrams differ are listed in Appendix IIl. In
almost every case, we find that, when Ihe diagrams of Gcrard diffcr from
those of Adelard, the diagrams employed by Gerard refleet those of the
Isbiiq·Thabit transmission, while those of Adelard renect Ihe transmission
of al-Hajjaj. This judgment is bascd in par! on similarity between the
diagrarns of Adelard and sorne altemative diagrams in the margin of
Princeloll University, Yahuda 4848,38 many of which are explieitly
ascribed to al-l;Iajjaj. In book VII, for example, many of the altemative
diagrams differ from those in the body of the treatise in that they employ
double leltering to label magnitudes. Such double lettering also appears in
Arabic secolldary transmission documents such as the epítome oflbn SIlla,
as well as in tlle Latin versions of Adelard and Hermann ofCarinthia. This
is ouly one more piece of evidence linking lhese treatises to the
transmission of al-.l:Iajjaj.
Finally, 1 look at places where the text of the definitions or the
enunciations used by Gerard differs significantly in diction from that
employed by Adelard. In each case, I then look for parallel differences
36 Quotalions in the Andalusian (A-I) family oflhe Arabie primary transmission explicitly
relate these formulations with Ihe work of al-J:[abaj. See G. De Young, "New Ligh!," pp.
650-657.
17This poio! is also made in S. Brcnljcs, "Observations," Sciellce in COlllext 14 (2001), p.
47-51.
la The main text of lhe manuscripl is a copy of the Tabrir of the Elemenls by al-Tasi,
whose diagrams seem lO reneel lhe lsijiiq-Thabit transmission.
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witbin lhe Arabic transmission. A selection oC such differences are
prescnted in Appendix IV. Tile data show that when a bifurcation between
Group A and Group B exists, Gerard typically follows the formulation oC
Group A (lo lhe extent thal il can be determincd, it is afien Family A-l
thal he follows) until Ihe end oC book V. Tbereafter, he utilizes lbe
fornlUlation oC Group B.
To summarize, clase reading of lhe Arabic and Latin transmissions
reveals a complexity thal we have only begun lo unravel. Sorne braad
features. though, are already becomi~g c1ear. As Brentjes has pointed out,
il is essential to fOCllS on entire books, ratiler than to pick out only lhe few
propositions ar diagrams 00 which wc have sorne secondary evidcnce. l9
Based 00 my owo readiog (only a small selection of the verbal and
diagrammatic evidence has been presented in the appendices), it appears
that, in books 1and 11, Gerard follows the basic lsl.lii.q-Thabit transmission
as we find it in the surviving Arabic manuscripts of tbe primary
transmission. In books rn and IV, he adopts readings generally following
or at least influenced by the transmission of al-Hajjaj. With book V, we
are introduced lo a bifurcation within the lsbaq-Thabit transmission.
Gerard's version represents a kind oftransition, with elements drawn from
both Group A and Group B transmissions. (11 is in definitions 6 and 8 of
book V that we can see one of the clearest links to a specific textual
family, since Gerard included converse statements that are found only in
Family A-l.) Book VI and onward are typically [rom tbe formulation of
Group B of the Isbaq-Thabil traosmission until the two branches of this
transmission re~converge into a single translllission lineo Adelard, 00 the
other hand, follows more consistently a set of readiogs that seem related to
what we know of the transmission oC al-Hajjaj. This meaos that he often
follows the formulation that we find in the commentary of al-Karabisi and,
in books VIi -IX, Ihe SI. Petersburg primary transmission. manuscript.
Kunitzsch, among others, has pointed out tha! Gerard's Latin version
oC Ihe Elemellts differs stylistically somewhat from that of the Almagest.
Gerard's Eleme1l1S, although often quite literal when judged against the
Arabic, displays a more slandardized vocabulary and a more uniform style
than we find in his translation of the Almagest. Adelard, too, presents a
rather mixed aspect: sometimes the text appears very literally translated
)9 Brcntjcs, "Observations," p. 39.
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from the Arabic, but elsewhere it seems either edited or paraphrased.40
Even the few examples given in the appendices that foHow bear out this
generalobservation.
More specifically, Kunitzsch has argued thal both Gerard and Adelard
are following the IsJ:¡aq-Tbabit transmission. It is regrettable that
Kunitzsch was not able to inelude tbe details ofhis evidence.41 My results
do not always support his assertion. The summary table in Appendix I
demonstrates that Adelard exhibits important structural djfferences from
the text of GeraId. The table summarizing the data io Appeodix n also
shows that many of Adelard's readings are ofien different from those of
the Isbaq-Thabit transmission. The examples of diagram differences in
Appendix m and of textual differences in Appendix IV suggesl a similar
conelusion. Kunitzsch has examined mainly materials drawn from books
V - IX, where we find a distinct textual bifurcation within the lsbaq-
Thiibit transmission, as has been outlined aboye. Very often in these
books, we find that Gerard follows tlle readings of Group B, as Kunitzsch
himself noted.42 Adelard, 00 the otber hand, does not typically follow
Group A, but uses formulations that are often quite literal rendilions of
those in S1. Petersburg e 2145 and the commcntary of al-KarabTsT and
elosely resemble otber sOllrces that are related, perhaps less directly, to the
transmission of al-l:.Iajjiij.
Kunitzsch has also argued that, since OeraId "is known to follow" the
lsbaq-Thabit version, and since, from book VI onward Gerard follows the
formulation of Group B, this meaos that Group B mus! represent lhe more
pristine lsl)aq-Thiibit transmission.43 Brentjes has more recently argued
that, contrary to received opinion, al-I:Iajjaj gives a translation ad sensum,
while tbe Isbiiq-Thiibit lransmission provides a more literal version of the
40 P. Kunitzsch, "Findings in Sorne Texls of Euclid's Elements {Medieval Transmission,
Arabo-Latin)," in M. Folkerts (ed.), Malhema/a: Fes/schrifi fiir Helmuth Gericke
(Slungart: Franz Steincr, 1985), pp. 115-128, at p. 120.
• 1 Kunitzseh, "Findings," p. 119.
42 Kunitzseh, "Findings," p. 118. Unlike Kunitzseh, though, 1 do not class lhe Group B
rnanuscripts as transmitling a purer fonn of the Isbiíq-Thabit transmission. J believe we
can see the influenee of lhe transmission of al-l:laijaj, in tenns of tenninology, strueture,
and style, more frequently within the Group B fonnulations than the Group A. But lhis
impressionistic approaeh requires an underpinning in philological sludy before any
strong assertions can be made..
o Kunitzseh, "Findings," p. 117.
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Greek text.44 Ir t!lis judgment be true - and my reading oC lhe lexts
suggests 1hat it is - tben the asscrtion of Kunitzsch must be reconsidered.
Within Ihe bifurcated Is1.lilq-Thabit transmission, Group A typically
provides lhe most literal rendítioo of lhe Greek. Group B appears lo have
beco influenced or "corrupted" by sorne form oftlle l;Iajjaj transmission.
Much remains lo be done, of course. Not only do we require more
extensive and detailed philological studies ofihe texts lhemselves, bul al so
we need longitudinal studies of Gerard's oeuvre as a whole focusing on
philology of rclated works.45 And it will be necessary also lo consider bolh
lhe wider Latin and Arabic transmissions in arder lo situate Gerard's
version oC the E/ements wilhin tbe medieval milieu with anylhing like
complete accuracy.46
44 Brenljes, "Obscrvations,", p. 46.
45 Jt is here thal Kunitzsch has provided us most valuable assistance, thanks to his
unparal1eled knowlcdge oflhe Arabic text ofthe Almagcsl and ils Latin translations. His
comparisons betwccn Gerard's version of Ihe Elements and of lhe Almagest are only a
summary, however, and the full argumenl remains lo be made. His lechniques also nced
lo be eXlended to [he many olher lrealises, bolh mathemalical and non·mathematical,
whose Lalin lranslalions have becn ascribcd lo Gcrard.
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APPENDIX [,
Structural Differcllces bctwecn Gcrard and Adclard
DEF!NITlON I GERARD VERSION ADELARD
PROPOSITlON VERSION
NUMBER
I, Post. 6 Omir Postulate Include nostulate
I 45 Inelude orooosition Omit nronosition
111 Def. 8 ¡nclude definition Omit definition
1lI,36 Inelude ofoposition Omit orooosition
V, Def. 6 Inelude converse Omit converse
V, Der. 8 Inelude converse Omit converse
V Der 10 Inelude internolation Omit interpolatíon
V,Def.11 Inelude definition Omit definition
V Def. 19·20 Inelude definitions Omit definitions
VI, Def. 2 Inelude interoolation Omit internolation
VI Def.J-4 Inelude definition Omit definition
VI Def. 5 Inelude definition Omit definition
VI,II Inelude proposition Omit proposition
VI 19 Indude explication Omi! explication
VI 23·25 Order - 23 24,25 Order - 24, 22, 23
VII Def. 3 5 Inelude definition Omit definition
Vll, Def. 9 Inelude internolatioll Omit interoolation
VII, Der. 16 - 23 Order-16, 17, 18, 19, Order- 13, 15, 14,
20,21,22,23 16191817
VII, Der. 17 Include intemolation Omit interpolation
VII,7-13 Order-7,8,9, la, 11, Order - 9, 10, 13, 12,
12 13 7, 8 11
VIII,6 Inelude corollarv Omi! corollarv
VIll,II + 12 Independent Combined proposition
propositions
VIII, 14 -15 Inelude corotlarv Omit corollarv
VIII 18 19 Order 18 19 Order 18 17
VIlI, 25 - 26 Include oroposition Omit OfODosition
IX 11- 12 Order - 11 12 Order-12 11
IX, 14+20 Order - 14, then 20 Order - 20, lhen 14
IX 25-27 Order - 25, 26 27 Order - 27, 26 25
XI Der. 6 Omil definition Include definition
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BOOK 1, POSTULATE 6
G. de Young
In lhe printed edition of Adelard, lhis is postulate 5 because the editor has
combined in his firsl postulate what are two independent postulates in tbe
Greek as well as in Gerard.47 This sixtb postulate is omitted by Gerard. It
is al50 omitted fram Arabic Isl,liiq-Thabit manuscripts. In the Arabic
secondary transmission, it is also omitted by al~KarabIsT and by al-
Maghribi lt is present, however, in lhe Hyderabad cornmentary.48
BOOK 1, PROPOSITION 45
This proposition is omitted fram lhe version of Adelard, as well as fram
tba! of Hermano. AI-TüsT repeTts that it was missing fram lhe text oC al-
l:iajjaj.49 Pseudo-TüsT repoTts lhe same omission.50 The proposition is also
rnissing from lhe cornmentary of al-NayrlzT and fram lhe epi lome oC Ibn
STna.51 lbn al-Haytham describes the proposition as "an additional
proposition which Ihe ancienls added."S2
BOOK m, DEFINITION 8
This definition is omitted by Adelard, It is also omitled from the
commentary of al-KarabTsi, the commentary oC al-Nayr'izT, the epi tome oC
[bn STna, the I$lall oC the Elemeflts by al-AbharT, and Ihe Tal;rlr oC al-
Maghribl Furtbermore, it is omitted from Ibe anonymous Hyderabad
commentary, whose approach to tbe Efements often seems to be through
lbe eyes oC al-Ijajjaj. The pattem oC tbese omissions suggests tbat tbis
definition was not present in the tradilion oC al·l;Iajjaj.
H Busard, Adefard, p. 33.
4a Oriental Manuscripls and Research Library, riyiir,1f 2, fol. 17a.
49 British Library, add. 23387, fol. 27b.
so Pseudo-TOsi, p. 44.
SI Al 1e.1st one manuscript has includcd the proposition, though. See A. I Sabra and A,
Lotfy (oos.), AI-Shijli ': al-fallll al-awwal min jumlat al5 ilm al-riyii<!i -- U$iil al-hatrdasa
(Cairo: Egyptian Nalional Book Organization, 1976), p. 62, note 12.
J2 011 ¡he Resolmion of Doubls in Euclid 's Elements and bllerprelalian af its Special
Meanings (Ki¡iib ji /jaU Shukiik Kitab Uqlidis fi'l-U$iU wa-shart¡ macan¡hi) (Frankfurt:
IOAlW,1985),p.152.
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BOOK 111, PROPOSITION 36
Adelard omits this proposition. There is a statement in one manuscript,
however, noting:
Nota quia in quibusdam libris tres figure prescriptis similes
adduntur ad demonstrationem conversionis predicte propositionis
que sic habet. Cum fuerit punctus extra circulum a quo due linee
ad circulum producantur alia incidens alia circuferentie applicata
fueritque quod ex ductu totius linee incidentis in partem
extrinsecam sicut quod ex ductu applicate in seipsam erit linea
applicata contingens quod per mutationem supenorum
argumenlationulll posse probari satis evidens est. S3
AI-TiisI reports that this proposition was omilted by al-I:Iajjaj/4 and
we find thal it is missing from Rabat 1101. lbn al-Haytham notes tbat this
proposition was added by "the ancients", implying that he, also, was aware
that it was not an integral part of Ihe text. 55
BOOK V, DEFINITlON 6
Escorial 907 and Rabat 1101 are the only Arabic primary transmission
manuscripts to inelude the converse statement as found in the text of
Gerard.56
5l Brugge, Stadsbibliolheek, MS 529. Busard, Adelord, p. 126. Note that in certain books
there are three similar illustrations added in order to demonstrale the converse of the
proposition: If there be a point exterior to a circle from which IWO ¡¡nes are produced
toward the círcle, one cuttíng ít and the other touching ils círcumference, then that which
resulls from taking (ductu) the entire [ine into the pan Iying outside Ihe circle is equal to
what results from taking the touehing line into itself. That this is able to be demonstrated
through an alteration ofthe above argument is sufficiently evidenl.
Sol British Library, add. 23387, fol. 66a.
ss SlmkUk, p. 222.
56 This converse statemenl also appears in lite Toflri'r of al-Maghribi (Oxford, Or. 448, fol.
34b).
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El e converso quando suo! quantitales in proportione una el eadem
secundulll consecutionem tune multiplicia prime el tertie sunt aut
addentia super multiplicia secunde el quarte aut minuentia simul
ex eis aut equalia simul eis.
Escorial 907: 58
u~1 ü~ ~Ijill ~ ~ i.l.:o.1J ~ ~ j.!jtiJ\ ú.i1.S ul-i ~~J
~ ~I.l Lol) ~l)IJ ~~I .....ih.......ol ~ :;.íllj LoI u."s:¡ ~W1J J})l
.kA~~\""IJL.....
BOOK V, DEFINITlON 8
Only Escorial 907 and Raba! 1101 inelude tbe statement of lhe converse
which is round in Gerard. Both lbe Arabic manuscripts interchange lhe
arder of definitions sevcn and eighl, however. Gerard does nol do so.
Thus, even though tbere appears lo be a strong link between Gerard's
Latin and Arabic transmission family A* I> it is no! a completely direct
linkage.
GeraId: 59
Et e converso quando est proportio prima ad secundam maior
proportione tertie ad quartam tune iHa multiplicia equalium vicium
multiplicia quidem prime earum superOuunt super muitiplicia
secunde sed Illultiplicia tertie non superOuunt super multiplicia
quarle.
S1 Busard, Gerard, coL 117. Conversely, when magnitudes in one ::md (he same ralio <are>
laken in order, Ihen mulliples of the firsl and third eilher alike exceed multiples of the
second and fourth or alike are less Ihan lhese <multiples> or alike are cqual lO Ihese
<multiples>.
ss Escorial 907, fol. 46a.
S9 BU!>ard, Gerard, col. 117. Conversely, when lhe ralio oflhe firsllo Ihe second is grealer
Ihan Ihe ralio oflhe third to Ihe fourth, Ihcn, ir equimulliples be laken, Ihe multiples of
lhe first exceed lhe multiples oflhe second bUllhe multiples oflhe third do nol exceed
lhc multiples oflhe fourth.
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Escorial 907: 60
uJ.i t'1)1 ...Ji .:.JilIl ¡....,¡ L>-,.bol .,JilIl ...J! JJ~I ¡....,¡ ,,-"\$ b! u&JwJ
L.i~\~~~ J}J.I L.i~l L..l úl~\ ~L.1J1 u~'J.\ ~
.t'I)1 úl....ol..,k J.,>.;;)lj.:.Jill1 úl....ol L.IJ .,JilIl
BOOK V, DEFINITTON 10
Only Escorial 907 and Raba! 1101 include lhe amplification found in
Gerard. They also ¡nelude the term Inutawiiliyya (continuously
[proportionaID, which is not present in Gerard's version. Thus, it seems
c1ear that Gerard cannot be translating directly from one of these
manuscripts.
Gerard: 61
Cum fuerint tres quantitates proportionales dicetur proportio prime
ad tertiam sicu! proportio eius ad secundam cum iteratione
duplicata.
El omnium trium quantitatum proportio prime ad tertiam est sicuI
proportio prime ad secundam duplicata cum proportione secunde
ad tertiam.
Escorial 907:62
60 Escorial 907. fol 46a.
61 Busard, Gerard, coL 117. ¡rlhere be three proportional quantities, the ratio orthe tirsl to
lhe Ihird is as ils ratio lo Ihe second duplicated. And any Ihree <proportional> quantilies
<are such thal> Ihe ratio of the tirsl lO Ihe Ihird is as the ralio of Ihe tirsl to Ihe second
duplicaled wilh Ihe ratio ofthe second lo the lhird.
61 Escorial 907. fol. 46a.
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BOOK V, DEFlNITION 11
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TIlis definition is presenl almos! everywhere within Ihe Arabic
transmission, except for the commentary oC al-KarabisT. This suggests tba!
its omission from Adelard may rcfleel same branch oC lhe transmission
fram al-Haijaj.
BOOK V, DEFINITlONS 19-20
These definitions are omitted from Group 8 oC the Arabic transmission,
although il was ¡ater recognized that they were present in Group A. Hence,
an unknown editor has added a statement following definition 18
We found in a texl other Ihan lhal ofThiibit:
TIte ordered proportion is when Ihe ratio of Ihe anteceden! lo Ihe
consequent is as lhe ratio oC the anteceden! lo the consequent and
the <ratio oC lhe> consequent lo something cisc is as lhe
consequent lo sometbing cisc.
rhe perturbed ralio is when the ratio of the antecedent lo the
consequent is as the antecedent lo the consequent and tbe <ratio of
lhe> consequent to something else is as the ratio of something else
to lhe consequenl,63
Only in the Uppsala manuscript is this note ascribed to Thabit. These
definitions were not added to Oxford, Huntington 435. The commentary of
al·Karabisi also omits them.
BOOK VI, DEFlNITION 2
Gerard has interpolated a definition of ratio: Aralia which exists among
rectilinear figures is called allemated when in each one of the figures
(here are antecedent and consequenl in a ratio.64 This stalement is taken
63 Uppsala, O. Vet. 20, fol, 49a; Cambridge, add. 1075, fol. 52a; Oxford, Thurslon 11, fol.
48a (margin); St. Petersburg, e 2145 (fol. 78b):
.,~.lj:i..........iS. n~\1 lj_,~.IIWúi\$· ~jt....ill·~··· ·1~·Ül.:>,r-. l.I'- o.r'. r--. u-'"~ .. . U" '.$.)'" .r ..J.J
1\ .liJl W úi\$' .t..\. .. 1\ t....;,!\ .¡ o • \1 n~~( .\ o • 11 n~\l n~ll lj
IS'. r . u-'"~ ....-.... .J'" ~ o.r'. "'-~ J'" ~ o.r'. <r-.J "'- o.r'.
"" "-,, " "l. '<...;s "l •• " """-' "" " .•,."' ""...,-- r o.r'. J' ~. J' ~ IS'• ..,.- • .J..,.- ...... r---..,.-
64 Busard, Gerard, col. 137.
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over directly from lhe Group B formulation of tbe IsJ:¡aq-Thabit
transmission.6S
BOOK VI, DEFINITlO 3 - 4
This definition is also omitted from the cornrnentary of al-Karabisi. the
epi tome of lbn SIna, and the "Correclion" of al-AbharL This pattem of
omissions implies that these definitions were not part of the transmission
of al-l:iajjaj.
These definitions are also omitted (rom the Latin version ofHermann.
BOOK VI, DEFINITION 5
Tbis definition was apparently omitted from Group B manuscripts at one
time. It has been inserted, in the following form:
A line is said to be cut in extreme and mean ratios if lhe ratio of
tbe line to ils greater part be as lhe ratio of the grealer part to the
srnaller part.66
In each Group B manuscript except Uppsala, the definition is
introduced with the nole: "Thabit said: We found in some Greek texts in
this place ...."
A parallel form of lhe defínition, without ascription to Thabit, is to be
found in the commentary of al-Nayrizi, the epitome of Ibn Sina, the
Shukiik ofIbn al-Haytham, and tbe Hyderabad commentary.61
The defínition is also omitted from the commentary of al-KarabIsi. It
is also omitted from the Latin version of Hermann. These omissions
suggest tilat the definition migh! have beco missing from Qne branch ofthe
transmission of al-ijajjaj.
6S See, for example.lsbáq-Thabil, Group B.
M
r-oill~~~1 ~ ..,J! J...oJI~ úiS lj¡ iJJi)..J J"...,J ..:.G 4.u ..,k r""'¡' J,..;,jl r1 Jiu
..>'-", r-"" "" r"<",
'7 COtlex Leidensis. pan 3, p. 95; Kifab a/oShifli', p. 179; Shutu!, p. 162; Oriental
Manuscripts Library and Research Inslitute. riydf/j 2, fol. 92b.
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BOOK VI, PROPOSITION 11
This proposition corresponds lo VI, 12 in Heiberg's Greek cdition. It is
number ti in Ihe Arabic versions because of a re-ordering oC propositions.
The inclusion of Ihis pro~sition is attributed lo IslJ1iq by the author of the
Hyderabad commentary. This implies thal its omission may have beeo
characteristic of lhe version of al-l:Iajjaj. Al-Tus! introduces his version of
Ihis proposilion with Ihe statement: "'Ibis proposilion is amoog lhe
additions of Thabil,',69 wbich implies tha! be, lOO, recognized that il was
once missiog (rom lhe tex! afilie Elements in the Arabic rransmission.
This proposition is a1so omilted from Ihe epitome of Ibn Sina, as well
as from Ihe Latin version of Hennann. These omissions imply again that
lhe proposition was no! prescnt in at least one branch of tite transmissioll
of al-I;Iajjaj.
BOOK VI, PROPOSITlO ' 19
Gerard ineludes an explanatory statement not found in tbe other Latin
versions. lt appcars to be a lranslation of the explicalion found in the
Group B manuscripts and in St Petersburg e 2145.
Gerard: 70
Et quia si fuerint tres linee proportionales erit proportio trianguli
constiuti super primam ad triangulum sibi similem constitutum
super secundam cum triangulorum constitutio fuerit similis sicut
proporlio prime ad tertiam. Sed proportio trianguli constituti super
primam ad triangulum qui sit super secundam est sicut proportio
61 Oriental Manuscripu Library and Research Inslitute, r¡)'(ir/n, foL 99a; see G. De Voung,
"Arabic Version," pp. 144-145.
69 British Library 23387, fol. 96b.
'l'O Busard, Gerard, col. 152. This is because Ihere being three proportionallines, Ihe ralio
of a Iriangle constructed upon Ihc firsl to a triangle similar lo it conslructoo upon the
second, since Ihe triangles were constructcd lO be sImilar, is as the ralio ofme second lO
the third. But the ration oflhe triangle conslrUctcd upon the first to Ihe triangle upon Ihe
second is as Ihe ralio oC a polygon conslrUclcd upon !he first to a polygon conslructed
upon thc second provided Ihat lhal which is upon !he second be similarly conslrucled and
situated. Therefore, the ratio of Ihe firsl lO the Ihird is as the ratio of the figure
COnstrllCled upon Ihe firsl lO the figure construcled upon Ihe sccond, provided th::tt they
be similar and similarly situatcd.
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figure pluriul11 angulorum que constituitur super primam ad
figuram plurium angulorum que sit super secundam CUIll fuerint
similes el secundum similitudinem unam constitute. Ergo erit
proporlio prime ad tcrtiam sicut proportio figure que constituitur
super primam ad figuram que constituitur super secundam cum
fuerint similes et uno modo facte.
Isbaq-Thabit, Group B: 71
BOOK VI, PROPOSITlONS 23 - 25
The order of propositions found in Adelard's text occurs only in Family
A-2 and A-3 in the Arabic primary transmission. It appears widely in tbe
secondary transmission, however: in the commentary of al-NayrIzI, the
epitome ofIbn SIna, as well as Ihe Ta/¡rlr oC al-TusT, Pseudo-TusT, and oC
al-MaghribI and the Hyderabad Commentary. Gerard's text follows Ihe
ordering Cound in Family A~1 as well as in Group B.
BOOK VII, DEFINITlONS 3 - 5
Definition 3 is omitted from St Petersburg e 2145 and from the
commentary of al-KarabTsl. Definition 4 is omitted froro SI. Petersburg e
2145. In Ihe Arabie seeondary transmission, it is omitted from the
eommentary of al-KarabIsI and the epitome of Ibn STna, as well as from a1-
TusT's TaJ;rlr. Definition 5 is omilled from Family B-1, as well as from
Tehran, Malik 3586, and S1. Petersburg e 2145. In the Arabic seeondary
transmission, it is omitted from lhe eommentary al-KarabIsl. All three are
also omitted from the Latin version of Hermann. These pattems of
71 See, for example, Uppsala, Q. Vet. 20, fol. 64b.
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omissions suggesl that Ihese definitions were nol nalive lo lhe
transmission of al·l:fajjaj.
BOOK Vil, DEFINITlON 9
The interpolation in Gerard's texl occurs only in sorne Group a
manuscripts. There is sorne variation in fonnulalion, bul il is mast c10sely
matched by rhe stalernent in Malik 3586. The fact Ibat Ibe ioterpolation is
not included in Adelard's lranslation would seem lo indicale that, at this
point, Gerard is following a manuscripl related to Group a, while Adelard
follows a manuscript from Group A tradition. An explicit ascription in the
Hyderabad commentary makes it c1ear thal the second part of this
intcrpolation, at least, should be referred lo the Bajjaj tradition.72
Post hoc quod dicitur de impariter pan repperi lO alia arabica
scriplura hoc: Quando fuerit medietas impar nominatur par
impariter el quando fuerit medietas par nominalur par pariter et
impariter. Neque repperi iUud in greco.
Malik 3586, (unfoliated):
ujll ,.)..,; J¡; ,,;11 J.,¡JII;'" '" 0- ""~I ~I"'; lli,.J :ú>U J\.i
¡:Jj CJj~ l:¡.Jj ~!JI!. Ij!J ~.;il' C.Ü e.".- b.) ~!JI!. ljJ.i
.<'¡U..,II ~I 0- <.".:. ..,; .;lli "" ,JJ '.)ll
BOOK Vil, DEFINITIONS 16 - 23
There is considerable variation io the ordering ofthis group of definilions
within Ihe Arabic transmissioD. Gerard's definilionsl9· 23 correspond to
Family A-I definilions 17, 19,21,20,22; Gerard's 18 - 23 correspond to
Family A-2 definitioDs 20, 19, 23, 21, 22, 25 and lo Family A-3
definitions 20, 19,21,23,22,24. Gerard's definilions 16 - 23 correspond
n Oricntal Manuscripts Library and Rcscarch Inslitulc, riyMi 2, fo1. 237a-b; scc G. De
Young, "Arabic Vcrsion," pp. 148-149.
7J Busatd, Guaro, col. 165:'Aftcr thal which is said conccming evcn-odd, lherc is reponed
in olhcr Arabie lrcaliscs thal: Whcn its halfis odd it is called evcn-odd and when its half
is cven it is cal1cd evcn-cvcn-and-odd. This is not reponed in the Greck.
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lo Sl Pelersburg (and al-Karábisi) definitions 13, 15, 14, 16, 19, 18. 17. lt
is this ordering that appears in the versioD of Ade1ard, as well as tbe Latin
version of Hennann.
BOOK VII, DEFINITION 17
The source of the brief interpolation in Gerard, wbich Busard has labeled
as definition 17, is nol elear. None of the Arabic or latiD transmission
treatises consulted for tbis study inelude a similar interpolation. lt may
have been a gloss that was incorporated into the text [rom which Gerard
was working.
Gerard: 7<4
<17> Latus quoque numeri est cuius radix.
BOOK VII, PROPOSITIONS 9 - 13
Gerard's ordering is altered in tbe Group A and St Petersburg primary
transmission manuscripts lo be 9, lO, 13, 12,7,8, 11. This ordering is
wide1y seeo in the Arabic secondary transmission as well. It is tbis
ordering that we find in Adelard. Most Group B manuscripts give tbe
ordering as 7, 8, 9,13, lO, 11, 12.
BOOK vm, PROPOSITION 6
The only place in the Arabic lransmission where 1have found a statement
similar to that of Gerard is in the Hyderabad commentary.
Gerard:7S
El secundum similitudinem eius quod antecessit in hac
propositione ostendilur quod si primus fuerit numerans secundum
tunc ipse numerabit etiam postremum.
7( Busard, Gerard, col. 165. Also, the side of a number is its root (radix).
u Busard, Gerard, col. 194. And according to <an argument> similar lO what preceded in
Ihis proposition, il may be shown that ifthe first numbers the second, then it will itself
number also Ihc last.
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~ü1I.A:! 'i JJ'il d5.J~~ ~ljW ~1Jl::.1 ú1S I~J <Ü\ 04l--0' ~J
..,:.01 w.,1 u;, <..& 0)J .)'~'.>.>'J .)'~'..Jo .?~'"" =- ..... ....,¡;
}:i, ,,;I' "" ..... .».IJ J< 0~..,;w' "" JJ~' iJS ,;!
BOOK VIII, PROPOSITlONS 11 and 12
These two propositions are combined iDIO ane in the versioo of Adelard. A
similar combining is seco in the Arabic transmission in the St. Petersburg
manuscript, as well as in tbe secondary transmissions of lbn SIDa, al·
Abhar'i, and the J-Iyderabad commentary. These suggesl that the combined
farOl may have beco presen! in at lcasl ane branch of lhe transmissioll of
al-l:Iajjaj.
BOOK vrn, PROPOSITlON 14
Although tbe omission of Ihis corollary, in itself, is nol completely
dermitive, it is eonsistent witb the hypothesis that aftee book V, Gerard is
following a tex! derived Crom tbe Group B branch of the Isbaq-Thabil
transmission. The corollary is omitted from manuscripts io family A-2 and
from SI. Petersburg e 2145 wilhin the Arabic primary traosmission. as
well as from the epitome of Ibn SIna and tbe "Correctioo" of al·AbharI in
lhe secondary transmissioo. Tbis pattem of omissioos is consistent with an
hypothesis that the corollary was nol present in at least one branch of tbe
transmission of al-ijajjaj.
BOOK VIII, PROPOSITION 15
The corollal)' is omiued from St Petersburg C 2145 within the Arabic
primary transmission. From tite secondary transmission. it is omitted from
tlle epitome of ¡bn SIna and the "Corrcclion" of al·AbharI. The
formulations in Arabic are exactly parallel lo Ihe previous corollary.
Gerard, however, translates the Arabic "kullu" as "aliquis", rather
titan "omnis" as in the previous corollary. I can orrer no suggestion
to explain lhis apparent inconsistency in translation.
16 Oriental Manuscripts Library and Research Inslitule, riyát/12, fol. 129b.
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BOOK VITI, PROPOSITIONS 18 - 19
The reversal of the order seen in Adelard's Latio version is present only iD
the SI. Pelersburg manuscripl. In the Arabic secoodary transmission, it
appears in the epitome of Ibn Slna and tbe "Correclion" of al·Abhañ, as
well as Ihe Hyderabad commenlary. This pattero of variants implies tbat
the altered order may derive from sorne brancb of the transrnission of al·
ijajjaj.
BOOK VOl, PROPOSITION 25 - 26
These proposilions are omilted fram SI. Pelersburg C 2145 in Ihe Arabie
primary lransmission and from the epítome of Ibn Sína in the sccondary
lransmission. lt is al so omitted from the Latin version of Hermann. The
J-Iyderabad conunentary explicitly atlribules tbeir inclusion lo lhe activity
of Isbaq," implyiog that lhey were nol preseol in lhe versioo of al.ijajjaJ.
This in eonfirnled by Ihe fael Ihal both al-Tusí" and the Pseudo-Tüsí 9
nole that al·l;:lajjaj did nol ioelude Ihe propositioos, bUI they were added by
Thiibit.
BOOK IX, PROPSITIONS 11-12
The reversal of tbese propositions in tbe Hennann transmission IS
refleetive of Ihe SI. Pelersburg manuscript ordering in the Arabic
transmission.1O The Arabic seeondary transmission finds Ihe same reversal
of propositioos io tbe epitome of Ibn Sina and in the Hyderabad
commentary. Tbis reversal is attributed, by the Hyderabad cornmeolator,
as well as by al-Tüsí,IO Ihe aclion ofal_ijajjaj.11
77 Oriental Manuscripts Library and Rcseareh Instilutc, riyiidi2, fol. 132b; see De Voung,
"Arabic Version;' pp. 153-154.
1J British Library, add 23387, fo1. 117b and 125b.
7'} Pseudo--Tüsi, pp. 204-205.
»r!tere are no manuscripts of Adelard containing book IX. The ·'Adelard 11" Latín versíon,
which ís ofien c10se to the version of Adelard, does refiect thís aiteralíon of ordeñng. I
am elttrapolating from Ihis lO hypothesizc: thatthe Adelard lransmission had a similar re·
ordering.
1I Oriental Manuscripts Library and Research Instilulc:, riyiülJ2, fol. 132b; see De Young.
"Arabic: Version," p. 154. See al50 Brilish Li!ml.ry, add. 23387. fol. 128b.
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BOOK IX, PROPOSITIONS 14 and 20
These two propositions are interchanged, in the Latin version ofHermann,
from their positions in the transmission of Gerard.12 This parallels the
situatían in tbe Arabic transmission, in which Family A-l and the Sto
Petersburg manuscripts adopt the same ordering as Adelard. This ordering
is found in \he secondary transmission in the epítome oC lbn Sina aod in
the Hyderabad cornmentary. This reversal is attributed, by the Hyderabad
commentator, as well as by al-Tus!, to the action oC al-1:la.üaj,n
BOOK IX, PROPOSITIONS 25 - 27
These proposilions are re-ordered in Hermano as 27, 26, 25.84 A similar re-
ordering appears in tbe Arabic secondary transmission in the epitome oC
Ibn S1na and the "Correction" oC al-AbharT. This re-ordering is referred to
the action oC al~l::Iajjáj.85
BOOK XI, DEFINITION 6
Gerard omits what is XI, defmition 6 in Adelard and in the Greek edition
ofHeiberg. Similar omissions occur in the Arabic primary transmission in
$( Petersburg e 2145, Rabat 1101, Cambridge, and Hunt 435.
12 Thcre are no manuscriplS of Adclard containing book IX. The "Adelard 11" Latin
version, which is ofien elose to the version of Adclard, does reneel this alteration of
ordering. 1am extrapolaling from this lo hypothesize that the Adelard transmission had a
similar re-ordering.
IJ Oriental Manuscripts Library and Research Instilute, riydf/f2, fol. 132b; see De Young,
"Arabie Version," p. 155. Sce also Brjtish Library, add. 23387, fo1.l29b.
t4 See note 82.
tj Oriental ManuscriptS Library ami Rescarcñ Inslitule, riyáf/f2. fol. 137a; see De Young.
~ArabicVenion," p. 155.
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APPENDIX U:
Gerard's Reports of Alternatlve Formulations
In this appendix, I consider Gerard's reports of altemative formulations. I
bave, in tbe frrst instance, compared Gerard's altematives to the readings
found in Ihe Latio versions of Adelard and Hermann. Theo 1 have looked
to the Arabic primary transmission manuscripts to search for possible
antecedents to Gerard's primary fonnulation as well as his altemative
statements. I have also considcred evidence from quotatioos ascribed to
either al-ijajjaj or Isbaq-Thabit traosmissions found in reports witbin the
Arabic secondary transmission. The results are summarized in the
following table.
In tbis table, I refer to the transmission of al·J:(ajjáj in general terms,
since it is not yet possible to differenliate adequately belWeen the two
different versions of bis work that apparently existed at one time. When
referring to the Isbaq-Thabit traosmission io general, l use tbe sign lIT.
In propositions wbere there is a clear distinction either into manuscript
Groups or specific Families (as described earlier in tbis study) or
individual manuscripts, J use more precise c1assifications. In referring lo
the Latin transmission, I geoerally place Adelard and Hermano togelher as
A I H. In cases where they must be treated separately, I use Ihe
appropriate initial to desiguate the material..
GERARD GERARD ALTERNATIVE
(EUCLID) FORMULATION FORMULATION
PROPOSITION
NUMBER
1 35 11 35) J /T A/H
1 44 11.44) lIT
11, 14 m 14) IIT A/H
JIJ,32 (111,33) ijajjaj, Family A-I, A I 1/ T
H
JIJ, 34 (JIJ,35) t1ajjaj, Family A·j, A I 1/ T
H
lU,35 (1lI,36) Hajjaj, Family A-I, A I liT
H
1Il 36 1111 37) Familv A-l H IIT
IV, 5 (IV,S) I;Iajjaj, Family A·I, A I liT
H
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IV 8 IV,81 A 1I T
IV 15 IV 15' 1I T AIternale A I H 1I T Primarv
V 5 V 5' Groun A Groun B A / H
V 18 IV 18\ A/H
VI Def. 2 GroU;:;-B GrounA
VI, 12 Vl,9 GrounA Grouo B
VI 22 122 11 T Prim""" A I H 1I T Alternate
Vl,32 1,31 1I T Prim:lrv 1I T Alternate, A I H
Vlll, 7 I/T,A/H
(VIIJ,71
vm;;1,22 (VII!, Family A-2, A-3, Hajjaj. Family A·I, A
21,22 Groun B
X 6 IX 6' 907 liT
X 12 IX 14\ liT
XÓ\24,25 (X, 29, liT St. Pelersburg30
X 30 IX 33 liT St. Petersbure.
X,65-67 (X,68- liT 907
7Ó\
X 89 rx,911 liT SI. Pctcrsbure (?)
X, 1~09 (X, liT S1. Pctersburg, Al H
1I I
X I09lnarl 2\
XI Def.3 liT Iran, Cambridpe. A I H
XI, Def. 5b lIT A/H
-¡:; 30 (XI, liT A/H
30
XIU, I lIT Family A-I, A
11X1lI,n
I ~g;?1 2 lIT Family A-I, A1,2
XIII, 3 lIT Family A·l, A
I (XIlI 31
~V, 1 (XIV, Famity A-2, A-3,
Grou";- B
~¡V, 6 (XIV, Family A-2, A-3,
Grouo B
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BOOK 1, PROPOSlTION 35
Gerard's prilllary demonstration begins frOlll proposition 1, 34, as does lhe
demonstration recorded in the Greek text. The altemative, however, begins
from proposition 1, 29. The alteroative demonstration also appears within
the Arabic secondary transmission in the commentary of al-NayrTZT. S6 lt is
this altemative fonn of the demonstration that is given in the Latin of
Adelard, as well as in the version ofHermann. 87
BOOK 1, PROPOSITION 44
The two versions of tbe demonstrations do not differ in mathematical or
gcomctrical substance. The key difference lies in which of the
cOlllplements we construct first. (There is also a difference in the labeling
of the diagrams. This is illustrated in Appendix lIJ.) The version in the
primary text instructs us lo conSlrUC( HBKT. lllen we go on to
demonstrate that ANSB is egual to the given triangle in the given angle.
This is the fonn of Ihe demonstration used in tbe Isbag·Thabit
transmission,8S as well as in lhe TabrT,. of al-TusT and thal of the Pseudo·
T- - 89USI.
In the altemative version, we conslrucl ABSN and show that HBTK is
egual to Ihe given triangle and in lhe given angle. Since we know tbal the
{\VO complements are egual to one anolher, il seems logical that the
demonstrations should oot differ in subslance. 1llave found the altemative
demonstration nowhere else in lhe transmission oftbe Elemellts.
BOOK n, PROPOSITION 14
The versions ofthe demollstrations do not differ in substance, bUI Gerard's
altemative formulation substitutes a lriangle for a guadrilateral as the
given shape. This formulalion in terms of triangle ¡s found in Ihe
commenlary of al-NayrTzT,90 lbe epitome of Ibn STna,91 and the version of
S6 Codex Leidensis, fase. 1, 148.
11 Busard, Ade/ard, pp. 59-60; Busard, Hermann, 1968, pp. 30-31
1I Scc Escorial 907, fol. 74b.
19 British Library, add 23387, fol. 26b; Pseudo-Tüsi, p. 42.
90 Codex Leidellsis, fase. 11, 76-79.
91 Kirtib al-S/zifti· pp. 85-86.
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book n preserved in manuscript Persan 169H.92 The formulation in terms
of triangles is explicitIy attributcd lo al-ijajj3j in the Hyderabad
commentary.93
BOOK ID, PROPosmON 32 (~GREEK 33)
IsJ:¡aq discussed only one case (wben the segment is less than a semicircle),
bUI al-I;lajjáj addressed aH three cases: right angle, obtuse angle, acute
angle. This is tbe arder oC discussion in the commentary oC al-Narrizf'4
and the epitome oC Ibo Sina, and tbe "Correetion" oC al-Abhari.' This
panem oC ¡nelusion for tbe three-case demonstration implies that it may
have beco typical oC al (cast one branch oC the }:fajjaj transmission. lo the
Greek tradition, however, the arder oC discussion is acute angle, rigbt
angle, obtuse angle.96 Adelard gives only one foml oC the demonstration:
the tbree-case discussioll. Hermann oC Carinthia Collows the same
pattem.97
BOOK ID, PROPOSITlON 34 ( = GREEK 35)
Isbaq discussed ollly olle case, wbile al-ijajjaj discussed six altemalive
positions.9I It is Ibis six-case version Ibat is Cound in the commentary oC a1-
Nayr'izf9 and ill the epilome oC as io the Ta!;lrir oC Ibn Sina,loo as well both
al·Tüsi and tbe Pseudo-Tüsi. I01 The Arabic·Latin versions oC Adelard and
Hermano oC Cariothia fol1ow suil in presentiog the six-<:ase
demonstration. 102
9'2 Persan 169H, fol. l04b.
91 Oriental Manuscripts Library and Research instilule, riya(H2, fol. 45a; see G. De Young,
"Arabie Version," p. 140.
9'l Codo: Leidensis, fase. 3, pp. 114-[ 19.
9S Kilab al-Shifii' ,pp. [19-120; Chester Beauy 3424, fol. 25a.
96 Heath, Eleme/lls, 11, 67·70.
97 Busard, Ade1ard, pp. 116-1 [8, Busard, Hermann, 1968, pp. 76-77.
" 907, fol. 34a·36a; see G. De Young, "New Light," pp. 653-654.
99 Coda Leidensi.r, fase. 3, pp. 120-135.
II»Ki¡tIb al-Shifii' ,pp. 122·127.
101 British Libnuy, add 23387, fol. 63b-64b; Pseudo-TClsT, pp. 87-89.
102 Busard, Me/ard, pp. 118-123; Busard, Hermann, 1968, pp. 78-81.
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BOOK m, PROPOSITION 3S (- GREEK 36)
Jsbaq discussed only one case, while al-l.:Iajjaj included lbree cases. 10) (Tbe
Greek tradition, as we know it, included only the first two cases. 104) The
basic tbree-case version oC al-ijajjaj is found widely tbroughout the Arabic
secondary transmission. It occurs in the commentary of al-Nayrizi and the
epitome of Ibn Sina,lOS as well as in the Ta1;lñr oC both al-Tusi and tbe
Pseudo-Tüsi. 106 In the Latin transmission, the versions oC botb Adelard and
Hennann inelude the three-case demonstration. I07
BOOK lU, PROPOSITION 36 ( = GREEK 37)
IsQ.aq developed only one case, bul "other texts" discuss tbree possible
cases. lOS (The Greek tradition had only one case in this proposition. 109)
The pro~sition is given in Ihe tbree-case version in the commentary ofal-
Nayñzi. 10 The epitome of Ibn Sina, although containing only a very
condensed demonstration, gives the diagrams for the three cases. 11 I The
Tabrrr of al-Tüsi presents a single-case demonslration, altbough it
contaios one otber case in a commentary note. ll2 TIte Pseudo-Tusi Tabrrr
1 l · Id' flb .. lUa so presents on y a smg e-case emonstratlon o e proposltlon.
lO} Escorial 907, fol. 36b-37b; see De Young, "New Lighl," p. 6SS.
10' Hea.th, Elements, n, pp. 71-72.
lOS Codo: uideflSis, fase. 3, pp. 134-141; Kitiib al-Shijü' , pp. 122-127.
106 Brilish Library, add 23387, fol. 64b-65b; Pseudo-TOsT, pp. 89-91.
107 Busard, Ade/ard, pp. 123-126; Busard, Hel'manll, pp. 82-84.
101 Escorial907, fol. 37b-38b; see G. De Young, "Ncw Light," pp. 655-656.
109 Hea.lh, E/ements, n, pp. 7S-76.
110 Coda uidelUis, fase. 3, pp. 142·148.
IIIKitiib al-Shijü', p. 129.
IU Brilish Library, add 23387, [01. 6Sb-&lb.
11) Pscudo-Tüsi, pp. 91-92.
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We are ¡nforllled Ihat al-l:;Ia;jaj discussed tbree cases,114 which is a(so what
we find in lhe Greek text. 11 This tbree-case version is faund, in the Arabic
transmission, in the commenlary of al-Nayr'iii alld Ihe epítome of Ibu
STna. 116 It is also preserved in the Latin versions of Adelard alld Hermano
of Carinthia. 117 The Isoaq-Thiibit transmission, 00 the other halld, included
only one case. This version is preserved in Gerard's tex! as an altemative
demol1stration. The Dile-case version is explicitly attributed lo IslJaq in Ihe
Hyderabad commentary.118
BOOK IV, PROPOSITlON 8
The Adelard fonnulation, J 19 which parallels (he demonstration in Gerard's
primary text, is c10sely relatcd lo thal faund in the commentary of a1-
NayrTzi 120 AH lhe Arabie primary transmission doeuments present a
demonstralioD along the lines ofthe alternative fonuulation ofGerard.
BOOK IV, PROPOSITION 15
The majority of the Arabie primary doeumenls, like Gerard, inelude both
fonnulations, but the arder of the demanstrations in the version of
Gerard is reversed from lhe arder faund in the Arabic texts. The Arabic
alternative formulation is that found in the commenlary of al_Nayriii,121
which suggests the possibility Ibat Ihis version may be related to the I::lajjaj
transmissioD. Three Arabie primary lransmission manuscripts from Group
B do not ¡nelude an alternative formulation (thal is, Ihey do nol include lhe
version given in Gerard's primary text): Huntinglon 435, Malik 3586, St.
114 Eseoria1907, fo1. 40a-41a; secO. De Young, "New Light," p. 657.
lIS Heath, Elemenls, ll, 88.89.
116 codex Leidensis, fase. 4, pp. 18·25; Kilab al-ShifO' , pp. 139-140.
117 Busard, Adelard, pp. 131-133; Busard, Herm{l/lIl, pp. 87·88.
11' Oriental Manuseripts Library and Research lnstitute, riya(!i 2, fol. 65b; see G. De
Young, "Arabic Vcrsion," p. 141-142.
119 Busard, Ade/ard, pp. 135-136.
Iz(l Codex Leidensis, fase. 4, pp. 38·43.
121 Codex uide/lsis, fase. 4, pp. 66-73.
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Pelersburg e 2145. The Latin versions of Adelard and Hermano, on the
other hand, contaio Gerard's primary formulation, bul not his altemative
demonstration. 122 There exist also many variants in diagram labeling, so
that it is diffieult to use the diagram as a test to distinguish lhe two
versions.
BOOK V, PROPOSITION 5
Gerard's primary formulation appears only in the Arabie Group A primary
transmission manuseripls.l23 The altemative fonnulation is that found in
Group B manuscripts. Gerard's altemative formulation is also found in the
Arabie seeondary transmission in the eommentary of al-NayrTzi, Ihe
epitome of Ibn Sina and lhe "Correetion" of al-Abharl. l24 It is this
formulation that oceurs in the Latin transmissions of Adelard and
Hermann. 125 This paltern of usage suggests thal Gerard's altemative might
well be derived from some braneh ofthe I;!ajjaj Iransmjssion.
BOOK V, PROPOSITlON 18
Gerard's primary formulation mirrors Ihat found in lhe Latín versions of
Adclard and Hennann. 126 The altemative version of Gerard parallets Ihe
alternalive in demonstration given by Ibn al~Haytham.127 This altemative
formulation is laler quoled in a eommentary note in the Tabrir of al-
Tüsi 128 I have not found il elsewhere in Ihe Arabie transmission.
BOOK VI, DEFINITION 2
Gerard's primary version is Ihat typieal ofGroup B manuseripts. Gerard's
a1temaliveformislhal[oundinlheeommentaryofal~KarabTsi.whieh.in
m Busard, Ade/ard, pp. 142-143; Busard, Hermann, pp. 94-95.
12) One exception is Thurston 11, fol. 49b which contains a fomlUlation close to that found
in thc Group B manuscripK
12~ Codex Leidensis, fase. 5, pp. 40-43; Kitab al-Shifli', p. 159; Chcstcr Bcatly 3424, fol.
32a.
12S Busard, Adelard, p. 150; Busard, Heril/O/in, p. 100.
126 Busard, Ade/ard, p. 159; Busard, Hennann, p. 108.
127 Shllkiik, pp. 258-259.
121 British Library, add. 23387, fol. 85b-86a.
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tbis defrnition. is exactly like tbat found in Group A manuscripts. Family
A-l add an altemative reading wbich parallels the definitian found in the
primary text of al-NayrizI's commentaIy.l29 Family A-3 adds aD
altemative formutation whicb parallels the altemative version found in al-
Nayrizi's commentary.110 Tbe version afthe defmition in Aclelard does nol
match cJosely any oflbe Arabic versions examined roc this study.
BOOK VI, PROPOSITlON 12 (~GREEK VI,9)
Gerard's primary formulation foltows that found in Group A manuscripts,
as well as in the commentary oC al-Nayrizr. 1l1 Gerard's alternate
formulation, which is on the pattero ofGroup B manuscripts, is also found
in 8t Petersburg e 2145 132 and, in the Arabic secondary transmission, in
the redaction oC al-Maghribi. 13l
BOOK VI, PROPOSITlON 22
Gerard's altemative formulation is explicitly ascribed to Thabit in the
Hyderabad commentary.I)oI The Arabic primary transmission, with the
exception of SI. Petersburg e 2145, which does not inelude an altemative
formulation. contains as primary formulation the same fonnulation as
Gerard's primary text. The Arabic primary transmission also cootains an
altemative fonnulation much like the alternative of Gerard. lOe Latin
versions of Hermann and Adelard, like SI. Petersburg e 2145, do Dot
contaio an altemative fonnulation, but only that which is the same as
Gerard's primary fonnulation.
129 codex Leidensis, fase. 6, p. 96.
uo Codex Leidensis, fase. 6, p. 96.
131 Codex Leidensis, fase. 6, pp. 124-127.
m St Petersburg e 2145, fol. 97b.
13) Oxford, Or. 448, fol. 44b.
1M Hyderabad, Oriental Manuscripts Library and Resc:an::h lnslitute, riy~ 2, fol. IOOb; see
G. De Young, "Arabie Vmion," p. 146.
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BOOK VI, PROPOSITION 32 (= GREEK VI, 31)
Gerard's altemative formulation parallels the fonnulation found in the
Greek text. J3S It is also present in the commentary of al-Nayrizi, the
epitome of lbn Sina, and the redaction of al_Abharl l36 This pattem of
usage may indicate that Ihis version of the proposition may have been
characteristic of the transmission of al·L-Iajjaj.
A summary of the primary fonnulation of Gerard is given as aD
altemate, ascribed to Isbaq, in tbe Hyderabad commentary.137
BOOK vm, PROPOSITION 7
Gerard's primary fonnulalion does DOt match anything 1 have found in the
Arabic tradition. It is possible that it represents something invented by
Gerard. In any case, il seems suspecl mathematically. In this proposition,
we are to prove that A measures B. This fonnulation of the demonstration
seems to assume that it does so.
BOOK vm, PROPOSITIONS 21 and 22
Gerard's primary formulation is explicitly ascribed to Isbaq in the
Hyderabad commentary, implying that his altemative version might well
be derived from the Hajjaj transmission. 138 Tbis hypothesis finds
cOIToboratioD in the fact that a formulation parallel to Gerard's altemative
is explicitly ascribed to al-l:Iajjaj in one primary transmission
manuscript. 139 This l:IajjaJ formulation is the only version found in the St.
Petersburg manuscript. 14 The l:Iajjaj fornlUlation is also the only fonu
present in the epitome orIbn Sina, as well as the redactions of al-Abhari
1lS Heath, Efemellts 11, 268-270.
136 GQdex Leidensis, fase. 6, 194-197; Kitiib al-Shifli', pp. 204-205; Chester Bealty 3424,
fol. 44a-b.
Il' Oriental Manuscripts Library and Research Institute, riyiif/f 2, fol. 104a; see G. De
Young, "Arabic Version," pp. 147-148.
IJI Oriental Manuscripts Library and Rescarch Institutc, riyiif/f 2, fol. 131 b·132a; sce G. Dc
Young, "Arabic Version," p. 152.
139 Escorial 907, fol. 85b·86a; see G. De Young, "New Light," pp. 657·659.
140 SI. Petersburg C 2145, fol. 236b-237a.
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and al-Maghribi l41 The l:Iajja:j formulation is quoted in al~Tiisr, but
without ao ascription lo al_l;:Iajjaj,142 Thís f:lajjaj formulation is also found
in the Arabic - Latin versions of Hermano alld Adelard,l43
BOOK X, PROPOSITION 6
The distinguishing factor between Gerard's primary and secondary
formulations is lhe presence or absence of the letter Z in the diagrams alld
in lhe demonstralion. The formuiation of lhe propositioD in lhe Arabic
tradition is no! particularly clase lo tha! of Gerard, except for lhe St.
Petersburg manuscript. Gerard's primary formulation is paratlel to tha!
given in lhe Hyderabad commentary as aD altemative. 144 Since lhe authar
of Ihis eommentary typically prefers lhe fonnulation of al-Bajjaj, Ihis faet
implies that Gerard's primary version may be from the version of lsbaq,
although there is no explicit attribution statement. Gerard's altemative
version is the primary version found in the Hyderabad commentary. The
demonstration oC al-MaghribT is similar in content, but nol in specific
diction, to the altemative version oC the Hyderabad commentary.145
BOOK X, PROPOSITION 12 (= GREEK X, 14)
The primary Cormulation oC Gerard does not appear in tbe Arabic
manuscripts 1 have coosulted. The Arabic transmission records only
Gerard's altemative formulation. This altemative formulation is also that
used in the Latin versions oC Hermano and Adelard.
BOOK X, PROPOSITIONS 24 AND 25 (= GREEK X, 29 AND 30)
The Andalusian Camily (A-2) places these propositions as X, 17 and 18, as
does the Hyderabad commentary.146 These propositions are al so numbered
as 17 and 18 in the commentary ofIbo al-Haylham and the epi tome ofIbn
141 Kitiib al-Slrifti·, p. 264; Chester Bealty ~424, fo1. 56a; Oxford, Oro 448, fol. 69a-b.
142 British Library, add. 23387, fol. 124b-12Sa.
l.) Busard, Hermalln, Vil - XIl, p. 57; Busard, Adelard, pp. 244-245.
1.4 Oriental Manuscripls Library and Rescarch InstitUle, riyaQi 2, fol. 152b.
I.S Oxford, Oro 448, fol. 80a-b.
1016 Oriental Manuscripts Library and Research lnstitule, riya(ji 2, fo1. 156a; sec G. De
Young, "Arabic Version," p. 160.
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SIna, but lbese two inverl lhe order of Ihe proposilions.1 47 The two
proposilions are condensed inlo one (as proposilion 17) io Hermano, in Ihe
St Petersburg maouscript and lhe commenlary of al~KarabIs'i.148
BOOK X, PROPOSITlON 30 (~GREEK X, 33)
S1. Pelersburg is Ihe only Arabic primary Iransmission manuscripl lo
foHow the altemalive formulalion of Gerard. 149 An identical formulalion is
also found in Ihe epitome of rbn SIna. 1SO This suggests that Gerard's
altemative may be derived from sorne branch oflhe l;Iajjaj transmission.
BOOK X, PROPOSITlONS 65-67 (~ GREEK X, 68-70)
Gerard's altemative formulalion of Ihese propositions is expliciliy
ascribed lo al~ijajjaj in lhe oue of Ihe Arabic primary transmission
manuscripls.ISl This aitemative formulation is the only form of these
propositions given in the St. Petersburg manuscripl and Ihe epi lome of lbn
SIna. IS2 Gerard's altemative formulalion for X, 65 is also given as
altemative in tbe Tabrrr of both al~TüsI and of Ihe Pseudo-Tüs'i, but in
neither case is there aD ascriptiol1 to al~J:Iajjaj. lS3
BOOK X, PROPOSITlON 89 (~GREEKX, 91)
lt appears thal loe formulation of the St. Petersbur~ manuscript lS4 (as
proposition X, 84) and the epi tome oC lbn SIna l s may follow Ihe
altcmative slatement of Gerard, altoough Gerard's apparent lack of
literalism in Ihis case makes it more difficult to be certain. Tbe
147 Shukük, pp. 246-249; Ki/iib al-Shifti·, pp. 313-315.
14& Busard, HermulIll, JlIl- XIl, pp. 87-88; SI Petcrsburg e 2145, fol. 114a-b; Brcntjcs,
"Al-Karabisi," p.72.
149 Se Petcrsburg e 2145, fol. 123a-124a.
150 Kitiib al-Shifii', pp. 323-324.
151 907 fol. 122a-b; see Dc Young, "Ncw Lighl," pp. 659-661.
1S2 S1. Petersburg e 2145, fol. 139b-140b; Kitiib a/-Shifti', pp, 346-347.
lSl British Library, add 23387, fol. 153b; Pseudo~Tiisi, pp. 281·283.
I~ S1. PelersburgC 2145, fol. 149a-b.
ISS Xi/ab al-Shifti·, pp. 359-360.
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formulation of al-Abhari, J56 on the other hand, seems more c1early lo
represent lhe altemative ofGerard.
BOOK X, PROPOSITION \09 (~GREEK 1\1)
I have nol beeo able to trace lhe altemative fonnulation in the Arabic
tradition.
BOOK Xl, DEFINITION 3
Al lhe end oC lbe definilions lo book Xl, Gerard inserts two altemate
definitions. The first is ao altemate lo definition 3. This altemate
formulation is related to lbe fonn of lhe definition faund in Hermano and
Adelard,157 implying tha! it might be deri~ed from lhe ijajjaj tradition. In
the Arabic transmission, Gerard's alternate formulation appears lo have aD
indirect relation lo lhe fonn of definition faund in Malik 3565 and
Cambridge 1075. 158 (Cambridge foIlows this fonnulation with lhe more
standard Isbaq-Thabit version.)
BOOK Xl, DEFINITION 5B
Gerard's primary definition combines equal and similar figures. These are
typically broken into two definitions in the Arabic (equal similar figures
and similar figures). The added alternate definition at the end of book XI
provides the definition for similar figures. The latter definition is omitted
by several Arabic manuscripts: St. Petersburg C2145, Cambridge 1075,
Hunt 435, Rabat 1101. The Arabic-Latin transmissions from HernIann and
fram Adelard also break this definition into two parts.
BOOK XIU, PROPOSITlONS \-3
The alternates are labeled as propositions 2, 4, 6 in all manuscripts of the
Isbáq-Thábit transmission except for those of family A-1. The alternate
formulations are omitted fram Fatib 3439. They are widely present in tbe
1S6 Chester Beauy 3424, fol. 83b-84a.
IS7 Busard, Hermalllr, VlI - XlI, p. 142; Busard, Ade/ard, p. 299.
ISS Tehmn, Malek 3586, unfoliated, and Cambrige 1075, fol. 174b.
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Arabic secondary transmission as well. JS9 In the Tabrlr of al-TusT, the
altemative is labeled as proposition 2, but is introduced with the phrase
wa-bi-wajh akhr (and by another way), which typically introduces an
altemative formulation. l60 In the Pseudo-TusT, the alternative follows
proposition 1, but is not given a separate number.
BOOK XIV, PROPOSITION I
1 have not beeo able to trace the altemative fonnulation En lhe Arabic
lradition.
BOOK XIV, PROPOSITION 6
I have nol been able to trace the allemative formulation En the Arabic
tradition.
ISll See lbn Sinií, Ki/ab a/-Shiflí', p. 41 S, for example.
160 British Library, add 23387, fo1. 19~b.
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APPENDIXill:
Diagram Diffcrcnce betwcen Gerard and AdeJard
We can find noticeable differences between the diagrams of Gerard and
Adelard througbout mast of lhe text. These diagrammatic differences
frequently are parallel to the global differences within lhe Arabic
transmission which, r have suggested, probably derive from the
transmissions of al-ljajjaj and Is1)aq-Thabit. 1 list below all examples of
such diagram differences:
Book 1, Propositions 11, 13,23,27,28,30,33,34,35,36,38,40,43,44,
45,47
Book n, Propositions 5-8,12,14
Book IIl, Propositions 20, 23
Book IV, Proposition 12
Book V, Propositions 5, 18
Book VI, Propositions 19,21
Book VII, Propositions 1,4·9,14,16-39
Book X, Propositio", 1-3,6,73,79,89,90,95,101,103,106
Book Xl, Propositions 3, 11, 16
It is noteworthy tha! these variations in diagram construction are not
distributed uniformly throughout the texto They seem to predominate in
books 1, 11, VII, and X. Tbe significance of tbis distribution is not c1ear to
me. JI does nol completely match the distribution of altemative diagrams
attributed to al-tlajjaj in the margins of Yahuda 4848. Whether these
differences in distribution represenl choices by individual editors or more
fundamental divergences in the tradition of al-Bajjaj canDot not yet be
decided.
In this appeDdix, 1 rely exclusively on the printed editions of Adelard
and Gerard. Unforlunately, Busard has not aClually edited lhe diagrams so
we canool accuralely judge how the published diagrams may be related to
those in the manuscripts. 161 For example, sorne of the diagrams attributed
161 This presumes lhal the diagrams rendered by Busard in his edilions are an accurate
retlection of the geometrical infoTtnation contained in the diagrams of the Latin
manuscripts. We cannol be completcly certain about lhis, since Busard is nol very
explicit about his procedurcs for handling lhe diagrams. For example, in al leasl one
case (proposition 1, 44), Busard has changed the leltcring found in lhe Gerard
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lO al-I;lajjaj in the margins of Yahuda 4848 seem to differ from lhe
diagrams of al-TasI only in the numerical values attached to the diagrarn
elements. We are not told, however, whetber similar numerical values
occur in diagrams of any of tbe Latin manuscripts. 162 Since J do not bave
the resourccs to consult Ihe Latin manuscripts themselves, 1 make !he
assumption in this section of tbe paper that he has not altered substantive
fealures.of Ihe diagrams found in the manuscripts.
In what follows, 1 disCllSS several representative examples of diagram
differences. In constructing these diagrams, 1 do not attempt to create
precisely the metric (whether for angles or lengths of line segmenls or
radii of circles) used by Busard in creating the diagrams found in his
edilions nor that used in any of tbe Arabic manuscripts. My aim is only to
show differences in arrangement of diagram elements or in diagram
labeling between the Gerard and Adelard versions and their relationsbip to
lhe diagrams found in the Arabic transmission. For ease of comparisons, 1
shaH show aH diagrams of a particular proposition in the same orientation
00 the page, regardless ofhow Ihe diagram may be oriented in tbe original
source. In each case, the diagram of Gerard is given on the left or lop, that
of Adelard on the right or below.
The proposition numbers are those of Busard's edition of Ihe Gerard
translation. Where they differ from the Greek, 1 indicate Ihe numbers [rom
Heiberg's edition, as reflected in Heath's English translat'ion, in
parenthesis following the proposition number. Labels are given in Roman
capitals. Sorne examples of diagram differences have been discussed in
my study of diagrams in the Arabic Euclidean Iraditioo. 163 Those
discussions, apart from proposition V, 5, will no! be repealed hefe.
manuscripl Val. Ross. lal. 579. Thc manuscripl has, in Ihc lop row NSM, in lhe middle
row ABK, and in the bouom row LHT. Thal is, he has apparenlly invcned Ihe labeling
found in Ihe manuscripl whcn prcparing his prinlcd edilion, a1though no he has made
no explicit nole of Ihal aClion. 1 am grateful lO one of rny rcferecs for providing lhis
informalion.
162 Possibly there are no nurncrical valucs, since sucll diagrarn numerals are found only in a
minorily oflhe Arnbic primary trnnsmission manuscripts.
163 To appear, Historia Mathemalica.
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E
A
G z
E 8
D H
A
G
z
H
T
B
D
K
The fonn of the diagram faund in Gerard (Ieft) is identical to that founó in
the Isbaq-Thabit transmission. l64 In the secondary Arabic transmission, the
form oC diagram typical of Adelard (righ~ is faund in the commentaD' of
al-NayrlzT and the epitome of Ibn SIDa, I 5 the /$liíb ("Correction") oC a1-
AbIJarl,l66 and lhe Tabrfr of the Pseudo-Tusi. 167 lt is somewhat surprising
that tIte Tabr/r oC al_Tusi,l6& which aften follows the forro of the Isbaq-
Thiibit transmission, contains a diagram identical lo that faund in Adelard.
1601 For example, Escorial 907, fol. 10b.
161 Codex Leidellsis, fase. 1, p. 115; Kitiib al-Shifii.', p. 50.
166 Chesler Beatty 3424, fol. JOa.
167 Pseudo-Tiisi, p. 27.
1611 British Library. add. 23387, fol. 16a.
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BOOK 1, PROPOSITION 44
Tr__Hi'- ----jL T K
K f--'7Bt'----------I A Hf---"B7I'------ A
M s N M s N
TI1e diagram found in Gerard (Ieft) is lettered as found in the typical
Isbaq·Thabit transmissíon. 169 Both the Tabr"ir of al·TüsI and that of the
Pseudo·TüsT have an identical pattem oflettering. 110 The diagram used by
Adelard (right) differs in its p(acement of the labels H and K. This pattem
of labeting is found also in the commentary of al·Nayrizl and in tbe
epítome of Ibn SIna. 171 The labeling in the Latin version of Hermano of
Carinthia follows tbe pattem of Adelard, but the diagram contains
additional unlabeled lines. 172 This diagram form is remarkably similar (but
not absolutely identical) to that found io the Hyderabad commeotary.173
16'J See Escorial 907, fol. 14b. Ocrard has, apparenlly, invened this diagram from Ihat found
in the Latin. 1 have reversed Busard's printed version lO make direct comparison with
Adclard easier.
170 British Library, add. 23387, fol. 26b; Pseudo-TüsT, p. 42.
171 Codex Leidensis, fase. 1, p. 171; Kitiib a/-Shija', p. 61.
172 Busard, Hermann, p. 36.
11) Oriental Manuscripts Library and Rcscareh [nstitute, riyOr.!i 2, fol. 36b.
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BOOK Y, PROPOSITIO 5
G. de YOllng
B
D
E
z
A
G
T B
D z
E
G
A
H
Gerard gives two differenl demonstrations for this proposition. m Each is
accompanied by a diagram. The diagram of Gerard's primary proposition
(Ieft) is in lhe same form as thal found in Ihe lsbaq-Thabit transmission oC
Group A. m The diagram of Adelard (righl) is identical lo that
accompanying Gerard's altemative demonstralion. This attemative [orm oC
the diagram is identical lO thal found in the Isbaq-Thábit transmission of
Group 8.176 It is explicitly attributed lo al-J;.ajjaj in Ibe margín oC a
manuscript of Ibe Tabrir of al-Tüsi. 1n In lhe secondary Arabic
transmission, lhe Adelard form of Ihe diagram is found in lbe eommentary
of al-Nayñzi, lhe epitome oC lbn SIDa, and the ¡$lao oC al-Abhañ. l7I
114 Busard, Gerard, col. 121.122.
17S See Escorial 907, fol. 47b.
176 See Uppsala, O. Ve!. 20, fol. 49b.
177 See Yahuda 4848. fol. 288.
rn Coda LeidelUu. fase. 5, p. 41; Ki/iib a/-ShijO', p. 159; Chesler Beauy 3424, fol 32a.
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BOOK V[, PROPOS[T10N [9
z A
L?------.::"H ElE--------48
K T D G
z A
GD
ElE-----'M"-\-----4 8
TK
L{f----"-'--\---"H
At the top is the diagram as given in Gerard. This is the form of the
diagram found throughout much of literature of the Arabic transmission
that 1 have consulted. Below it is the diagram as found in Adelard. This
Adelard form of the diagram affears in the Arabic transmission only in
the commentary of al-NayrTzl. J Before we conclude that these treatises
179 Codex Leidensis, fase. 6, p. 147.
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preserve a foml of diagram typical of lhe l;Iajjaj transmission, we should
remember that Heiberg did not always edil lile diagrams of his manuscript
bul ralher redrew Ihem as he saw fit. Busard, in his early editions,
followed a similar procedure. Since il is clear Ibal he consulted Heiberg's
editioo of al-NayrlzT, il is possible that he allowed himself lo be uoduly
infiuenced by its diagrams. Only consultation of the original manuscripts
can reveal the true situation.
BOOK VI, PROPOSITlON 21
G B A
H
D
o
D
A
D
K T z E G B
The diagram al lhe tap is that found in Group A manuscripts of lhe
Arabic primary transmission. Tbe diagram at Ihe bottom is that found in
Group B manuscripts. Within lhe Arabic transmission, lbe Group B form
of (he diagram is found in Ihe epítome of lbn SIna and the ISla!) of al-
AbharT.1SI) The Latin transmission utilizes only the form of the diagram
found in the Group B manuscripts. This serves to further confirm the
hypolhesis that in books V and VI, Gerard seems more strongly inf1uenced
by the Arabic transmission which r have caBed Group B.
ISO Kilab al-Shija', p. 196; Chester Beatty 3424, fol. 41 a.
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BOOK VIl, PROPOSITlON 9
A
B
G
D
A
B
G
D
A
B
G
D
The diagram of Gerard (left) employs only single letters to ¡abel
magnitudes, while Adelard (right) uses a double letler labeling system.
This use of double letter labeling is typically an important differentiating
feature between diagrams of the Is~aq·Thabit and l;:Iajjaj transmissions of
book VII. The diagram form used by Gerard is a1so found throughout
Group A manuscripts of the Arabic primary transmission, while that used
by Adelard is typical of Group B manuscripts. In tbe Arabic secondary
transmission, however, the double letter labeling appears only in the
Hyderabad commentary. 181 There has been a re-ordering of propositions as
well, as noted in Appendix 1.
IIISce Oriental Manuscripts Library and Rcsearch lnstitutc, riyádf 2, fol. 132a. Use of
double Icttering (a typically t:iajjiij feature), is hcre combincd wilh an ordcring of
propositions typical ofthe Isbilq-Thiibit transmission.
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BOOK VD, PROPOSITION 10
A
B
G
D
A
B
G
D
A
B
G
D
80th Gerard and Adelard (who has il as proposition 12 because il is a part
of the reordering oC propositions mentioned in lhe previous proposition)
adopt the fonu oC diagram used by Group B manuscripts (right). This is
somewhat surprising, since il is the form oC the diagram found in Gmup A
manuscripts (Ieft) thal completely dominates the Arabic secondary
transmission. Only Gerard has Ihis proposition as numbee ten. AI\ Arabic
manuscripts have it as numbee twelve, except foc the Group B
. I .. be 13 '"manuscnpts. W JeTe It IS Dum r .
Ir:! SI Pdcrsburg does bave this proposition as number 12.
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APPENDIX IV,
Textual Differences
In this Appendix, I provide sorne seleeted examples of textual differenees
that occur between the versions Gerard and Adelard and discuss them io
relation to the Arabie transmissioo. 1 limit myself to definitions and
proposition enuneiations. I do not eonsider every textual difference. 1
focus only on examples that can be related to specifíe differenees in the
Arabic textual tradition. Because the relationships sometimes involve
subtle textual differences, rgive various Latin and Arabie formulations. In
general, 1 will provide translation of the Latin formulations, rendering
them into English as literally as possible while retaining the sense. 1 shall
translate the Arabic only when it presents a fonnulation significantly
different from the Latin.
BOOK 1, PROPOSITlON 7
Adelard:
Si protraete fuerint due linee de duobus punctis aliam lineam
tenllinantibus, quarum sUIlllllitates supra punctum eonvenerint,
impossible est de exitu euiusque linee lineam equalem ei in il1am
partem produeere quarum summitates supra punetum alium ab illo
conveniant. 'SJ
Gerard:
Super unam rectam lineam due recte linee aliis duabus reetis lineis
equales non eriguntur queque sue relatio equalis ita quod
coniunctio earum et eoniunctio aliarum sint in parte una super duo
diversa pUDeta et sint earum extremitates linearum sibi equalium
tennini. IS4
181 Busard, Ade/ard, p.38. Ir two lines be extended from two points lenninaling anolher
line, whose endpoinls (summitales) meel al (supra) a poinl, il is impossiblc lo produce
IWO other lines equal lO lhem in that direclion whose ends meel at some olher point Ihal
Ihat <point>.
184 Busard, Gerard, col. 8. Upon one straighl line two straight lines equal to two slraight
lines cannot be erected in a relation of cquality lo one another in lhe sense Ihat (ita
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Rabat 1101: 116
al_NayrizT: 187
,ji~ u-¡li '-J.i¡ c.Jo Lo.uy, .,pi ,;".b .lo.;. ..,;y, ,:,. U'I "!
.u,¡;¡I.ill>.J!'- c.Jo Lo.uy, ...... "'->J1.ill>"'; 41 iJlu'- iJl.>"1
For propositions 1, 3 - 1, 10, Rabat 1101 lransmits a version different
from the standard lsbaq-Thabit transmissioD. The altemative formulation
has affinities with the commentary of al-Nayrizt. This altemative
formulation oC the enunciation is quoted, in the Hyderabad commentary,
as "another enunciation" and differs somewhat from the formulation
attributed, in the same commentary, to al_l:iajjaj.IU Perhaps the different
renditioos reOeet the two "editions" oC tbe work oC al-I:Ialjiij? The version
of Adelard appears closer to that oC al-Nayrizi. Gerard, while Dot being
absolutely literal, certainly seems to prefer tbe version oC the standard
lsQ.aq~Thabit transmission.
quoá) lheir conjunction and the conjunction o( the olhers on the same side are at two
difTerent points and lhe extremities ofthcse lines have tcrmini equal to themselves.
liS See, for example, Escorial 907 fol. 4b.
I"Rabat 110I.p.7.
II'l Codo: Leidensu 399./, fase. 1, p. 62.
la Orienlal MlUluscripts Library and Resean:h lnstitute, riydf/f 2, fol. 23b; see G. De
Young, ··Antbic Version," pp. 137-138.
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BOOK ID, DEFINITlON 2
Adelard:
Cum linea aliqua circulum extrinsecus non incidendo contigerit
dicitur iIIa circulum contingens. 189
Gerard:
Linea recta que circulum contingere dicitur est que circulo
occurrens et in duas partes protracta non secat eum. l90
AI-KarabTsT: 191
Isbaq-Thabit Group A: I92
..Ji Cy..1 IllJ 'YI~I.A,,¡JI.,. ¡yl~1 U't......J J1.iJ ,,¡JI ~1.bJ1>
.~.-J ~I ..,'iS
The fom1Ulation in Ihe commentary of al-KarabTsT, whose formulation
ofien seems to reOect the l:lajjaj lransmission, appears nowhere elsc in tbe
Arabic transmission that 1 have examined. Its tie to the translation of
Adelard, although nol completely literal, seems quite c1ear. 193 Gerard, on
lhe other hand, follows quite literally the much more typical Ishaq-Thabit
fonnuiation, which is widely found in the Arabic secondary
119 Busard, Adelard, p. 87. lf a ccrtain linc come into conlact wilh the exterior of a eircle
withoul eUlling il, Ihal <linc> is ealled a langenllo the circle.
190 Busard, Gerard, col. 57. A straight linc which is said lo be langenl lo a circle is lhal
which touches lhe circte and, extended in both dircctions, does nol CUI it.
191 Brenljes, "AI.KarabTsT," p. 65.
192 See, for cxamplc, Escorial 907, fol. 25a.
193 Thc Arabic specifies "straight line", for example, which the Latin does nol. Both
explieitly mention the exteriority of Ihe touching, though, and both conclude wilh thc
same phrase: "<il> is called a tangenl to the circle."
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transmission. This iatter version is much closer to the fonnulation that
exigts in the Greek tradition oC the text. 194
BOOK m, DEFINITIONS 11-12
Adelard:
<12> In circulorum portionibus si fuerint anguli supra arcus
¡lIoTuID compositi equales eruot portiones ille similes. Si aulem
fuerint portiones símiles ecuot auguli supra arcus illorum
compositi equales.
<13> Arcus circulorum cum fuerint anguli supra ilIas compositi
equales eruot arcus símiles. Cum etiam fuerint arcus similes eruot
anguli supra eos campositi equales. 19S
Gerard:
<11> Quando angulus cuislibet portionis circuli et angulus alterius
portionis fuerint equales portiones erunt equales. El quando
portiones fuerint equales queque portio alií erit equalis.
<12> Símiles circuli portiones sunt que equales recipiunt
angulos.1 96
1'l4 Healh, E/ements, 11, l.
)9' Busard, Ade/ard, p. 88. <12> Among scclors or cireles, if Ihe angles upon the ares
comprising them be equal. the sectors are similar. Ir, however, the sectors be similar, Ihe
angles upon the ares eomprising them are equa!. <13> Among ares of eireles, if the
angles eomposed upon them be equal, the ares are similar. If, on the other hand, the ares
be similar, Ihe angles eomposed upon Ihem are equa!.
196 Busard, Gerard. col. 57. <11> Ifthe angle ofa certain sector ofa eirele and the angle of
another sector be equal, the sectors are equa!. And ifthe sectors are equal, eaeh sector
will be equal to the other. <12> Similar sectors of circles are sueh Ihal they eontain
equal anglcs.
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AI_KarabisT: 197
IsJ:¡aq.Tha.bit I9&
The difference in numbering results fmm the division of definition 6
into two definitions in the edition of Adelard's text. Tbe relationship
between Adelard and al-KarabTsT appears c1early. Gerard is a more
puzzling case. The first clause of definition l2 seems suspect
mathematically. It should read that the sectors are similar, rather than
equal. Whether this represents a scribal error or a misunderstanding ofthe
text is not clear. The Gerard version of the translation certainly does not
parallel the IsJ:¡aq·Thabit transmission as we know it today. 1have not been
able to discover the source in the Arabic transmission that 1 have
examined.
BOOK V, DEFINITIONS 1 and 2
Adelard:
<1> Pars est quantitas quantitatis mmor malOflS cum mmor
maiorem numerat.
<2> Multiplex est maior minoris cum eum minar numeral. 199
Gerard:
197 Brentje,~, '"AI-Karabisi;' p.66.
19& See, for example, Escorial 907, fol. 25a. Similar sector.> of cirdes accepl equal angles.
199 Busard, Adelard, p. 145. <1> A quantity is part ofa quanlily, Ihe less oflhe grealer, if
the less numbers (numeral) Ihe greater. <2> The grealcr is a multiple ofthe lesscr whcn
the lesser numbers (numeral) il.
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<1> Quantitas minar est pars quantitatis malons quando
mensural maiorem.
<2> Maiar vero est multiplex minoris quando cadit super
eam mensuratio minoris 200
Isbaq-Thabit. Group A: 201
lsbaq-Thabil, Group 8: 202
.....\...aYI JoJ .,Jót-YI A ,,15 Ij! ,Jót-\ )Ji. "".>'--1 )Ji..,> •.;.JI
..>'--YI.yllj! .>'--YI "" ,Jót-YI.,>
Al the beginning oC book V, we find a bifurcation between Gmup A
and Group B primary manuscripls. AI-Nayr'izi. in his commentary, has
fol1owed the Group A formulation, bUI a later reader has added in the
margin the Group B version.201 The Group B version is also found in tbe
eornmentary oC al-Kariibisi, in the Hyderabad commentary, in the Shukiik
oC Ibn al Haytham, and in the Tallrir oC al-Maghribi. 2OoI 80th lbn S"ma and
too Busard, Gerard, col. 117. <1> A smallerquantity is pan ora grealer quanitilY when tI
measures (mensur01) the greater. <2> The greater is a mu)tiple of the lesser if the
measuremenl (mensuraflo) ofthe lesser faH upon it.
XII Sec, for cxamplc, Escorial 907, fol. 46a. Amoog the Group A manuscripts, only Escorial
907 ineludes lhe inlcrpolaled dcfinition enclosed in square brackels. [And "sorne" (al.
ba"if) is lhal which docs nol cornpletely fi11 up < lhe measure of> Ihe grealer if it be
measure<! by il. J This may represent a conlamination from Ihe Group B lransmission.
202 See, for example, Uppsala, O. Vel. 20, fol. 48b. A similar inlcrpolation to thal found in
Escorial 907 appe3rs in Group B m3nuscripts (Cambridge, add. 1075, fol. 5lb and
Uppsala, O. Vet. 20, fol. 48b) foHowing definition 2. Thc interpolation also appeal"$ in
Ihe margin ofThurston 1I (fol. 47b), introduce<! with Ihe stalcmcnt: waj(ldniifi ba"(j al-
maakh al.yiíniIniyya (wc found in several Greek texts).
101 Coda uidensu 399. J, fase. 5, p. 2, nole l.
1GC Brcnljes, "AI-KarlibisT," p. 67; Oriental Manuscnpts Libr.uy and Research Institute,
riyQifi 2, fol. 72a; Shukiik, p. 242; Oxford, Or. 448, fol. 343.
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al·AbharT also seem to have been innueneed by lhis fomlUlalion. 20S It is
this Group B fonnulation lhat has found its way ioto lhe Lalin of Adelard,
wbile lhe Group A formulalion has beeo adopted by Gerard.
BOOK V, PROPOSITION 20
Adelard:
Cum fuerial lres quant'ilates alieque seeundum earum numerarum
quarum quelibet due seeundum proportionem duarum a tribus
primis addetarum fuerinlque prime in proportione equalitalis si
fucrit prima maior lertia eril secunda maior quarta. Si vero equales
erunt et equales. Quod si minor erit et minor.W6
Gerard:
Si fuerint aliquot quantitates el fuerint alie quanlilates seeundum
earum oumeralionem fueriotque oomes due primarum secundum
proportionem duarum ex postremis tune seeundum proporionem
que dieitur equalilas si prima primarum fueril maior postrema
earum erit prima postremarum maior postrema earum. El se fuerit
ei equalis el ipsa equabitur ei. Et si fuerit minar ea et ipsa minor
erit ea.207
Isbiiq-Thabit, Group A:2OI
~ ¡,)c. J}il 0-" ~l JS~~ y..1 .;bil
.1 újl.S Lo .;bil ~1.S IjJ
"'"" '" J~~I "" J~~' uli ),;~, "'~, ~,~ y.~' "" """ J<
015 uJJ y..'tI 0-"~l y..\tI 0-" JJ\t\ 01-! y..'JI 0-" ~lul.S 0) ól.1L.:.J1
.4..l.o 'y--1 .,H! 4..l.o y...-l 015 uJ.1 ~ .1......... .,H! ~ '-:uL......
:os Kiláb al-Shifü', p. 153; Chester Beany 3424, rol. JOb.
206 Busard, AdeJard, p. 160.
10J Busard, Guard, col. 131.
201 Sec, for example, Escorial 907, fol. 41 b.
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Isbaq-Thabit, Group 8: 209
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In this proposition, there is a c1ear bifurcation between Group A and
Group B manuscripts of the Isbiiq-Thabit transmission. Although the basic
statement ofthe proposition is similar, Group A manuscripts formulate the
proposition more generally ("some magnitudes," aliqllot quanWates)
while Group B manuscripts use a more restrictive statemenl ("tbree
magnitudes"). The Group B formulation appears lo be preserved in the
Arabic secondary transmission only in the Ta~lrfr of al_MaghribT,2lO It is
this formulation in terms of threc quantities (tres quantitates) tha!
Adelard's text follows. Gerard, on the other hand, seems to prefer the
more generalizcd Group A fonnulation (aliquol quantitales).
BOOK VI, PROPOSITlON 23
Adelard:
Superficies laterum equidistantium quarum anguli unius angulis
alterius equales erit proportio superficiei unius ad superficiem
alteram eaque facta est de proportione laterum earum.211
Gerard:
Si duarum superficierum equidistantium laterum duo anguli
fuerint equales eril proportio unius earum ad alteram composita ex
proportione laterum ipsarum; proportio unius earum ad aliam erit
209 See, for example, Cambridge, add [075, fol. 59a.
210 Oxford, Dr. 448, fol. 40a. Although Ihe Group B primary lransmission manuscripts
appear, in lhe succceding proposilions (1/, 21-V, 23), lO have been edilec! lO bring Ihem
closer lo Ihe more generalized Group A reading, al-Maghribi transmits readings similar
lo Iha! used in this proposilion.
lit Busard, Adelard, p. 187. <Given> areas ofparallel sides, Ihe angles ofone ofwhich are
cqual to Ihe ang[es of the other, the ratio of one area lo Ihe olher is construclcrl from Ihe
ralios of ils sides.
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sicut proportio unius laterum continentium angulum ad aliud latus
proportionale ei duorum laterum continentium angulum qui illi
refertur angulo duplicata CUIll proportione alterius lateris
proportionalis ad aliud latus quod ei proportionale existi!.212
Is1)aq-Thabit, Group B and Family A_I:213
ÜA ¡¡Jy. ji.'J1 ¡si) L",u:..l~ t)l....<,':/\ ~j1jiA~ 4\Jj úJL.;j \~J
.~)l..ol <...,¡
In this proposltlon, Gerard's text contains considerably greater bulk
than that of Adelard. The first clause of Gerard is not so different from the
formulalion of Adelard, but the second clause does not match anything in
the Arabic transmission thal 1 have examined. lt is not clear whether is
should be taken as a gloss that has somehow found its way into the text or
represents an explication by Gerard himself. The version of Adelard is not
an absolulely literal rendition orlhe Is1)aq-Thabit lransmission as found in
Group B and family A-I, but it is quite close.
BOOK VU, DEFINITIONS 13-14
Adelard:
<11> Numeri communicanles sunt quos alius numerus numerat
quem unitas neuterque ad alterum primus. Numeri qui ad invicem
compositi dicuntur sunt quos alius numerus eis communis
numerat.214
m Busard, Gerard, col. 155. If of two arcas of parallcl sides two angles be cqual, {he ratio
of one of them to {he other is composed oftbe ralios of its sides; the ratio of one oftbem
lO tbe otber will be as the ratio of one of the sides conlaining the angle lo the other side
proportional lo it of tbe two sides containing the angle which is callcd a doubled
(duplicara) angle since tbe proportion of the olher proportional side lO Ihe other side,
wbicb is proportional to il.
211 See, for example, Escorial 907, fol. 62a. lf Ihe angles of Iwo parallel-sided areas be
cqual, the ratio of one of the two of them to the otber is compounded from the ratio of
Ihe sides oflhe Iwo ofthem.
214 Busard, Adelard, p. 196. Sbared (CQmmullicantes) numbers are Ihose wbich another
number, which is neitber unilY not prime to Ihe ather, numbers.
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Gerard:
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<13> Numeri ad invicem primi sunt quibus non est numeros
communis Dumeraos cos communiter nisi unitas tantum.
<14> Numeri ad invicem compositi sunt quos aliquis numerus eis
cornmunis numerat.2lS
Isbaq-Thabit, Group B:216
lo"", ,,¡y.:... •..,., I<J "" ..,lll </' ...,..... "" JJI~ JI', ..,lll ,1.>0 'jI
..l.:>.1..,l\ ~J
These two definitions are replaced in Family A-I with two allernalive
definitions.
Isbaq-Thabit, Group A:217
These altemative definitioDs are, apparently, ¡ntended to introduce a
different technical vocabulary. Families A·2 aud A·3 were apparently
innuenced by lbe fOfmulation of Group B, causing their copyist I editor to
¡nelude both tenninologies. The mixing of lhe two terminologies in
Adelard's Latin version, however, is striking, since he has interpolated
lIS Busard, Ger(lrd, col. 165. < 13> Numbers prime to other <numbers> are those for whieh
there is no sharcd (commullis) number numbering Ihem olher Ihan unity alone. <14>
Numbers eompositc with respcct to one anothcr are lhose which some sharcd numbcrs.
fIlo See, for example, Upp:s.ala, O. Vet. 20, fol. 70a.
m See, for example, Escorial 907, fol. 68a. <14> Commensurable numbers are those
which sorne olher commensurable number measures. <15> lncommensurable numbers
are those which no commensurable number measures exeepl the unil. Families A-2 and
A-3 use the more expected Icnn 'addadan in Ihese definitions.
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only the second Group B definition (composite lo one anolher) following
definitions 10 (incommcnsurable numbers) and 11 (cornmensurable
numbers) (rom Group A. Gerard, however, follows the formulation of
Group B consistently.
BOOK Vil, DEF1l'\'rflO 20
Adelard:
<16> Numerus solidus est qui a tribus numeris continetur.2lI
Gerard:
Numerus solidus est qui provenit ex multiplicatione unius duorum
numerorum in alium el ex multiplicatione eius quod collectum est
in tertium numerum et dicuntur illi tres numeri qui ad invicem
multiplicanlur latera illius numeri solidi.219
Isl.üiq-Thabit, Group A:220
~ ,l:,,! 1.,.1.>-0 tJA~~,)..\Cc I.,-Iy.":> LJ.&~t$~\ Y.~\ ,u,j\
.,....,...JI t~1 <l:>lJ1 ""~'J .?-~I '"
Isl)aq·Tbabit, Group B:221
.ua.\l .llü ¡J! Lo ~ ~ LJ.& t4ü~~~ ,)bc.l íü~ ~-"""'" ü!
.ill; "'"' ~t; ..,.,.., '" ,....., ,".r"' ..,:;11 ",.:.J "-"....~ ". -J JI;,
.,....,...JI .ill; t ~I ".JI
2IS llusard, Adelal'd, p. 197.
219 Busard, Gerard, col. 166.
no See. for cxamplc, Escorial 907, fol. 68a. The solid numbcr islhal which results from ¡hc
mulllplieallon of a number inlo whal results from ¡he multiplicalion of one of IWO
numbcrs into (he olher and lhe three numbcrs are the sidcs ofthe solid <numbcr>.
ni Sec, for example, Uppsala, O. Veto 20, fol. 70b. Ifthrce nurnbcrs be mulliplicd, sorne
into others, so Ihat Ihe result is sorne number,lhm lhat number is called a solid number
and Ihe numbcrs which are multiplicd sorne iolo others so lhat there results from th:lt a
number are callcd sldcs oflha! solid <numbcr>.
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In Ihis definition also, the differences in length between the
formulation oC Adelard and Ihal oC Gerard is striking. The formulation oC
Gerard, although clearly similar lo the general features orlhe Isbaq-Thabit
transmissioD, does nol c10sely match eitber tbe Group A OT Group B
fonnulation. 11 seems c1asest lo the form oflbe definilion quoted by Ibu al-
Haytham in the ShukUk: 22J
1..oA~1 W:!~ '-:-'~ ¡)A~ I...o:!i ,:¡Jt. "":-1yo:.. W..o~l Y. ~1 .J.W\
.~I .ill.i t ~1 \l:ocJ1 ,I,.')¡J JW.... Y.~I .....
Adelard also does Ilal fol1ow the literal formulation of eitber form oC
the Is1)aq-Thabit transmissioll. Ratber, his formulation folJows that oC SI.
Petersburg e 2145, the commenlary oC al-Karabisi, and tbe epitome oC lbn
Sina.224 Gerard, however, remains quite clase to Group B the formulation.
BOOK VlI, DEFlNlTION 23
Adelard:
<17> Numerus perfectus est qUI omnibus SUlS partibus quibus
numeratur equalis esr.225
Gerard:
Numerus perfectus est qui est equalis omnibus suis partibus.226
m SI. Petersburg, e 2145, fol. 2 J7a. Thc salid number is Iha! which is sUrTounded by ¡hree
numbers.
22J ShukUk, p. 289. Thc salid number is tha! which results (rom the multiplication of a
number iDto what result.s (rom the multiplication oftwo numben; one iDto the: olber, and
the thrcc numbers are called lhe sides oftha! solid <numbeP.
22. Brenljes, "AI-Karibisi," p. 70; Kitiib af-Shija', p.212..
m Busard, Ade/ard, p. 197. The perfeel numocr is Ihat which is equal lO a11 the pans which
number it.
m Busard, Gerard, col. 166. The perfcct number is lhal which is equal to al] of its pans.
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Isbiiq-Thiibit, Families A-I and A_2: 217
Isbaq-Thabit, Group B and Family A_3:221
.•><l",;J1 '-'1),-1~ <,i,t.-JI ... rWI «J Ji¡ <,i:>ll ".]1
The formulation of Gerard follows that of Family A-I and A-2, as
well as St. Petersburg e 2145.229 This version also appears in the Arabic
secondary transmission in the commentary ofal-Karábisi and the epitome
ofIbn Sina.n0 Adelard follows the formulation ofGroup B and Family A-
3. For the re-ordering of definitions in Adelard, see Appendix l.
BOOK VD, PROPOSITION 11
Adelard:
< 7> Si fuennt duo numen quorum unus pars sit alterius
seperaturque ab utroque eorum pars iUa ent reliquum in reliquo
iUa pars que totum in toto.231
Gerard:
<11> Si fuerint duo numen quorum unus sit ~ alterius el
minuatur ab unoquoque iIIorum ilIa pars tune reliquum unius
eorum ad reliquwn alterius est ipsa pars que est totus totius.232
m See, for example, Escorial 907, fol. 68a.
m See, for example, Uppsala, O. Vet. 20, fol. 70b.
229 SI. Petersurg e 2145, fol. 217a.
no Brentjes. "AI-KarabisT," p. 70; Kiliib al-ShifO', p.212.
211 Busard. Adelard, p. 202. <7> If there be two numbers, one of whieh is a part of Ihe
other, and Ihere be subtracted (seperatur) from each ODe oflhem Ihat pan, the remainder
in relation to Ihe remainder will be Ihal pan which the whole is in relation lo !he whole.
m Busard, Guard, col. 172. <11> Jfthere be Iwo numbers. one ofwhich is a part ofilie
other, and there be subtracted (minuatur) from each one of Ihem that pan, then the
remaiDder ofone of Ihem lo the remaiDder oflhe other is lbal part which the whole is of
the wholc.
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.:l~ ~ ~IJ J5. ¡)A ~J y..'J1 ¡j.a ...j:¡. 1...l.~1 01~ (jlS b] <7>
.J5J\ ¡)oo Js,ll ... j:¡. Ji,.. Js,.l\ l>'" \..,.IooO."iWl tJ-o '"yJl ¡j.4 L>""jiWl uts!
[s1)aq-Thiibit, Group B:234
y..'11 l>"~ Le.... <Ü.<I~ L. '"~ y:i.j J~ l>" \~ j:¡. J,.l¡:.. ulS Ll) <9>
.J5Jl ¡)oo Js,ll ... j:¡. .r y..';ll l>'" w~l u-o ~41\ u!o!
St. Petersburg e 2145:235
..ill:> l.....t.iA h\.J Js, ¡j.o u-:iiiJ y..)tl ¡jA e.j:¡. w..b.l ul.:l~ <ü>\S Ij,l <7>
l>" JS,l1 c.";'::" yo y..'JI w..b.l ¡j.4 ~41\ 0'> L..t..l:>.\ 0" ~411 01-5 ",y,...l\
.J$JI
In Ihis proposition, tbe formulation ofGerard lies clases! to thal ortbe
$1. Petersburg manuscripl, which formulates Ihe subtraction in terros of
"part" rather Ihan in terms of "number," although in general his source
seems more nearly lo resemble lhe mainstream oC Group B. 00 lhe other
haod, the numbering of propositions in lhe St. Petersburg manuscript more
nearly parallels thal found in Ihe version of Adelard. (And Adelard also
fonnulates Ihis proposition using tbe subtraction oC a part ralher than a
number.) On Ihe re~ordering ofthese propositions in the Arabic and Latin
transmissions, see the note in Appendix l.
m See, for example, Escorial 907, fol. 71 a.
214 See, for example, Uppsala, O. Ve\. 20, fol. 73a. This manuscript transmils a dcvianl
ordering. Thc rcmaining Group B manuscriplS place this as proposition 10.
m St. Petersburg e 2145, fol. 220b.
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